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SUMMARY

In recent years, the Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville) has

instituted programs to pre_;ete the implementation of the residential Model

Conservation Standards (MCS) issued by the Northwest Power Planning Council

(Council) in !983. (a) These standards provide alternative methods for

designing and constructing homes to cost effectivelyreduce residential energy

consumption. Authority exists to apply them only to new, electrically heated

homes. Because they apply only to electrically heated homes, concerns have

arisen about how the standards might affect buyers' decisions to purchase a

new home, in particular, their choice of a heating fuel.

Tacoma, Washington, has been a bellwether location for Bonneville's MCS

programs. Tacomawas the first jurisdiction to adopt the MCSunder the Early

Adopter Program (EAP). Even though the EAP required construction to the MCS,

buyers still had the option to choose gas heating in new homes and avoid

buying an MCShome. Consequently, an understanding of how the MCSprogram

affects fuel choice has become essential in evaluating the program effects.

Early data suggestedthat electricitystarted losing market share in

Tacoma about when the MCS went into effect in 1984, and recent data have shown

that about half of electricity'sshare of the new home market has shiftedto

natural gas. This decline in electricheatingwas consistentwith concerns

about the possibledetrimentaleffect of the cost of MCS on sales of

electricallyheated homes. A desire to understandthe causes of the perceived

decline in electricity'smarket share was part of the impetusfor this study.

Multiple techniquesand data sourcesare used in this study to examine

the relationshipbetween residentialenergy-efficiencyand fuel choice in four

• major metropolitanareas in Washington" Spokane,Clark, Pierce,and King

Counties. Recentregional surveyshave shown that electricityis the

" predominantspace heating fuel in the PacificNorthwest,but it appearsto be

losing its dominance in some markets such as Tacoma (in PierceCounty).

(a) Washington State recently adopted MCSas the statewide code for all
electrically heated homes and a less energy-efficient code for gas-
heated homes. Although this study does not address these new codes, it
still provides useful information about their probable effects.
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Although electricity is perceived more positively than alternate fuels

in most attitude categories and is the most commonheating fuel, homeowners

regionally prefer natural gas, by a small margin, over electricity; indi-

viduals with natural gas heating have a strong allegiance to natural gas.

Economics, particularly relative utility rates, appear to play the dominant

role in the buyers' fuel choice.

Our hedonic price analyses show that buyers place a substantial economic

value on the energy-efficiency associated with MCS. In two Tacoma neighbor-

hoods, we estimate that buyers pay about $3 to $5 per square foot more for MCS

homes. Our results are similar in Vancouver, Washington. These results

suggest that builders do not pass MCSprogram incentives along to buyers.

Our estimates show that, in terms of space heating fuel, gas heating

commandsa substantial premium over electric heating in Tacoma and Vancouver.

The results are mixed in the two other Washington metropolitan areas.

A demand curve for different heating fuels has been estimated for the

Washington metropolitan areas and a demand curve has been estimated for MCS

based on Tacoma data. These curves provide useful insights into how buyers

respond to changes in the housing market.

Conjoint analysis results provide information that can be used to

estimate market shares for electrically heated, MCShomes. Our results

suggest that a majority of new-home buyers in all four areas studied would

choose a gas-heated home over an electrically heated home if both were built

to conventional energy-efficiency levels. Even without providing an incentive

to buyers to defray added higher first costs, however, increasing the

efficiency of new electrically heated homes, while not changing the efficiency

of gas-heated homes, would increase the market shares of electrically heated

homes. Incentives would further increase the market shares, but only a

relatively small amount in many cases.

A discrete choice framework for modeling the fuel and energy-efficiency

decision would be a useful extension of the analysis conducted to date. This

approach would rely on attitudinal, demographic, and fuel price data and

hedonic price estimates. Fuel switching in existing homes is another area

that merits further study.
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1.0 THE RESIDENTIALFUEL CHOICE ISSUE IN THE NORTHWEST

In recent years, the BonnevillePower Administration(Bonneville)has

institutedprogramsto promote the implementationof the residentialModel

ConservationStandards(MCS) issued by the NorthwestPower PlanningCouncil

(Council)in 1983. These standardsprovidealternativemethodsfor designing

and constructinghomes to cost effectivelyreduce residentialenergy

consumption. The Council'sand Bonneville'sauthorityonly permits applying

them to new, electricallyheated homes.

. Becausethey have been appliedonly to homes heated with electricity,

concerns have arisen about how the standardsmight affect buyers' decisionsto

purchase a new home. Specifically,since the standardsare likely to increase

constructioncosts and the sales prices of electricallyheated homes, some

buyers may shift to homes heated with alternativefuels, which are not

required to meet the MCS. In the Northwest,the major alternativeto

electricityfor space heating is naturalgas, particularlyin new homes.(a)

Tacoma, Washington,has been a bellwetherlocation for Bonneville'sMCS

program, and the share of new homes heatedwith natural gas has increased

substantiallysince the MCS was first implemented. Tacoma was the first

jurisdictionto adopt the MCS under the Early Adopter Program (EAP);the MCS

went into effect in Tacoma in 1984_ raisingthe energy-efficiencyand

constructioncosts of new electricallyheated homes. Even though the EAP

required constructionto the MCS, buyers still had the option to choose gas

heating in new homes and avoid buying an MCS home. Consequently,an

understandingof how the MCS programs affect fuel choice should be part of any

evaluationsof the programs'effects.

The EAP (and other MCS program_)pro,,idedsignificantmonetary

incentivesto defray the costs of buildingto the MCS. If builderspassed

(a) WashingtonState recently adoptedthe MCS as its statewideenergy code
for new electricallyheated homes and an upgraded,but less energy-
efficient,code for new naturalgas-heatedhomes. These new standards
go into effect in 1991. Their effectsare not analyzed specificallyin
this report, but the results here shouldprovide useful insights into
their probableeffects on fuel and energy-efficiencychoice in new
homes.
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along their incentivesto buyers or buyers received incentivesdirectly,then

the impactsof the MCS on buyers should have been minimized. Nevertheless,

early data suggestedthat electricitystartedlosing market share in Tacoma in

1984, and recent data from the city showed that about half of electricity's

share of the new home market had shiftedto naturalgas. This decline in

electricheating was consistentwith concerns about the possible detrimental

effect Of the cost of MCS on sales of electricallyheated homes, but no

analysis had been done to determinewhat factorswere causing the shift to gas

heating and the role played by the MCS.

To determinethe effect of MCS on the housingmarket, it is necessaryto

analyzemarket changes in Tacoma and other regionsthat adopted the MCS or

implementedthe Super Good Cents (SGC) program (a programprovidingmarketing

assistanceand incentivesto promotethe voluntaryselectionof MCS homes).

The potential 'impactsof the MCS on the housingmarket have increasedas i)

more jurisdictionshave adoptedthe MCS, 2) growing numbers of utilitieshave

implementedthe SGC program,and 3) WashingtonState has adopted the MCS

statewidethe potentialimpactsof the MCS on the housingmarket have

increased. However, little is known about how Washington'sadoption of the

MCS and Oregon's likely adoptionof it, might affect consumer and builder

decisions. How the market respondsis critical in Bonneville'sattempts to

forecastregional electricityloads and to design programsthat have the

desired impacts. In addition,insightsabout fuel and energy-efficiency

choices are essential in analyzingfuel changesand efficiencychanges in

existing homes, which may also have significantregional impacts.

Residentialfuel and energy-efficiencydecisionmaking is complex,

however. The decision is usually part of a larger decision about housing

services. The first decision a homeownermust make is whether to reLrofit
q

his/hercurrent home or buy a differenthome. A buyer choosing to purchase a

differenthome can considerboth new and existing homes, lt is unlikely that

many homeownerschange homes just to have a differentheating fuel or energy-

efficiency--onewould expect these factorsto be secondaryto other

considerationssuch as floor area, number of bedrooms,and location. When a

housingchoice is made, however,the buyer is not likely to ignore heating

fuel and energy-efficiency.
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Prior studieshave used a varietyof techniquesto addressresidential

fuel and efficiencychoices. Many, such as Cohn, Hirst, and Jackson (1977),

have employedeconometricanalysisusing aggregatedata to estimate aggregate

fuel demands. These studies usuallyare not directly applicableto the issues

addressedhere becausethey focus on aggregatebehavior and total household

demand rather than choice made in new houses. They also are not wel'lsuited

to dynamic and complexmarkets and situationswhere non-economicforces play a

' significantrole, such as the one extant in the Northwest. Several authors

have used hedonicprice analysisto examinehow energy-efficiencyand fuel

type affect housing sales price. For example,Halvorsenand Poll_kowski

(1981) investigatedthe effectsof having differentfuel types on home sales

price. This approach is the first step 'indevelopinga demand curve combining

economic and non-economicdata to estimatedemand under the conditionsof

interestfor these characteristics. Palmquist(19B4) is one example of

applying this techniqueto the housingmarket; other authorshave applied

discrete choice models to analyzefuel and efficiencychoices. Cameron

(1985),for example, developeda nested logit model to estimate retrofit

behavior. Her paper is importanthere because it exhibitsone method for

modeling homeownerdecisionmaking and it also emphasizesthat retrofit is an

alternativeway for householdsto adjust+,heirfuel type dnd efficiency level.

An alternativetechniquefor analyzinghomeownerchoices is conjoint

analysis. This methodologyrelies on data from simulateddecisionsamong

products (e.g.,new homes) that have variouscombinationsof different

features. Louviere (1988)provides a good overview of the technique.

Applicationsto energy-relatedchoices in the housing market are rather

limited in the open literature. Conjoint analysishas the virtue of capturing

many elementsof the decision processitself,rather than just providingan

analysis of empiricalstatisticalinformation.

Dinah (1987) providesa useful summaryof attemptsto analyze the

residentialenergy-usedecisionprocess. Dinan notes the complexityof the

processand cautions that the decision is based not only on current

conditions,but expectationsabout the future and how key factorswill change.

1.3
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Dinan recommendsan approach encompassinginformationon housingurits,

augmentedwith socioeconomicdata, perceptions,and attitudes.

Our approachfor addressingthe fuel and efficiencychoice issue is

along the lines recommendedby Dinan. We have collecteda wide range of

informationand data and developedalternativetechniquesprovidingessential

insights into the decision process. The ultimate tool for meeting

Bonneville'splanning and program needs would be a model having sufficient

detail to provide both short- and long-termforecastsof fuel and energy-

efficiencychoices in the housing sector. The information,data, and

techniquesdiscussedin this report can providethe basis for such a model.

Chapter 2 of this report discussesthe methodologiesused in this study.

Chapter3 sumnlarizesthe results that have been obtained from applyingeach

methodology. Chapter4 presents an integratedreview of the results, sets

forth our findings,and identifiesresearchthat would provide the next step

toward developinga modeling capabilityto predictfuture fuel type and

energy--efficiencychoices in the Northwest.
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2.0 OVERVIEWOF ANALYSES

Wehave used multiple analytic techniques in our study of residential

fuel and energy-efficiency choice in the Northwest. Largely because of the

way this study has evolved, most of the techniques have been applied in

certain geographic locations and to certain populations_ rather than on a

region-wide basis, even though Bonneville's ultimate interest is in regional

analysi_ and predictions.

This chapter presents an overview of the fuel and energy-efficiency

• choice process and what parts of the process our analysis has addressed, lt

then discusses each of the analytic techniques used and how and where they

were employed.

2.1 FUEl. AND ENERGY-EFFICIENCYCHOICEPROCESS

Figure 2.1 gives a partial view of the decision process that a homeowner

considering upgrading energy-efficiency or changing heating fuels carl

exercise. This Figure reflects a situation in an area where new, electrically

heated MCShomes have recently become available through a program such as the
EAP.

The first choice facing the homeowner is whether to keep his or her

current home or purchase a different home. If the owner decides to keep the

current home, then the owner can I) make no changes, 2) change the heating

fuel, 3) weatherize it, or 4) both change the fuel and weatherize the home.

If the owner decides to purchase a different home, the individual can

buy an existing home or a new home_ Figure 2.1 assumes that few or no MCS

homes are on the used home market, so the buyer can only consider alternative

fuels and not MCSin existing homes. If the buyer decides to choose a new

home, the figure presents two options: buy a custom-built home or buy a semi-

custom or tract home. This bifurcation is shown to acknowledge that the buyer

may actually select the fuel type in a custom-built home, whereas he will

typically be forced to take the fuel type present in new semi-custom or tract

homes. For any of the three housing typ_s, the buyer may buy an electrically
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Mome _ Buy Non-Elec_c, Standerd

FIGURE 2.1. Processfor Selecting Energy-Efficiencyand Fuel Type

heated MCS home, a non-electricallyheated energy-efficienthome, or a non-

electricallyheated home with the standard efficiencylevel.

The decision process is even more complicated,however,because the

potentialbuyer will actuallybe selectinga complete set of housing services,

of which fuel type and energy-efficiencylevel are just two components. Each

house is a complete packageconsistingof an energy-efficiencylevel, fuel

type, number of bedrooms, floor area, location,price, view, etc. The

potentialbuyer would use some evaluationprocess to trade off the

characteristicsof one housingoption against all others and select the

preferredone.

In addition,the individualbuyer has little influenceon what options

are availableon the housingmarket. Characteristicsof the used homes on the

market are determined by historicaldecisionsmade over a period spanningmany

decades. The types of new homes on the market are primarilydeterminedby the

decisionsof home builders. Builders,however, are likely to be quite

2.2
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responsiveto the aggregatedpreferencesand demand of home buyers or the

market demand.

This decisionprocess is obviouslyquite complex. We have analyzed it

by focusingon differentpieces of the decision process and applying a range

of methodologies. Table 2.1 indicatesthe geographic areas in Washingtonthat

we studied and the methodologiesemployed in each area. The remainderof this

chapterdescribesthe parts of the decision process upon which we have

. focused, and the areas studied and methodologiesused.

2.2 SURVEYANALYSISi

In 1988, an extensive survey was performed for Bonneville to analyze the

marketing environment for their conservation activities. Harkreader and

Hattrup (1988) provide a thorough description of this survey and its results.

Their survey was a phone survey conducted with a sample of households

intended to be representative of Bonneville's electric utility customer

districts. The sampling frame consisted of a clustered random sample of

approximately I000 households. The questionnaire included over 150 questions

covering perceptions about different fuels, fuel use, fuel preferences, fuel

switching activities, wood use, appliances and appliance fuels, and

demographics. Our report references the results of that survey where they are

directly relevant to the current study.

The second major set of survey data used in this study came from

application of the same survey instrument described above to a different

population--households in two areas comprised of EAP jurisdictions. Details

of the data and results are reported in Lee, Englin, and Harkreader (1989).

The two areas surveyed were in Southern Idaho and Western Washington. Two-

hundred thirty-eight households were surveyed; about 27%were located in

Southern Idaho and 73% were in Western Washington. These households differed

from those surveyed originally in an important way' these respondents all
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TABLE 2.1. Regions Studied and Methodologies Applied

Reqion Studied
Pierce Spokane Ki ng C1ark

Methodologv County County County County

Early Adopter Included No No No
Program survey

Homeowner focus Yes Yes No No
groups

Homeowner conjoint Yes Yes Yes Yes ,
analyses

Home-buyer fuel/ Yes Yes Yes Yes .
MCSsimulations
based on conjoint
analyses

Heating fuel Yes, Yes, Yes, Yes,
hedonic price Tacoma Spokane Kirkl and Vancouver
analysis

Heating fuel Yes, Yes, Yes, Yes,
demand analysis Tacoma Spokane Kirkl and Vancouver

data data data data

Heating fuel Yes No No No
discrete choice
analysis

MCShedonic price Yes, Yes, No No
anal ys i s Tacoma Spokane

MCSdemand Yes No No No
analysis

Homebuilder focus Yes No No No
groups and
conjoint analyses

lived in homes built and purchased since the EAPhad gone into effect. They

were, therefore, occupants of very new homes and occupants who had chosen

either a new electrically heated MCShome or new non-electrically heated home

over existing homes.

As in the original survey, the respondents were asked a wide range of

questions about fuels. They were asked how important they felt it was for a
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heatingfuel to be economical,efficient,dependable,convenient to use, safe,

non-polluting,comfortable,and without an offensiveodor. They also were

asked to rate four differentheating fuels--electricity,natural gas, wood,

and oil--on _ach of the attributes. The respondentswere questioned about the

reasonswhy they were using their present type of heatingfuel. The

questionnairealso includedseveralquestionsaddressingheating fuel

preferencesand fuel switzhing, lhe survey investigatedresidential-fuel

choice for appliancesthat can be fueled by either electricityor natural gas,

includingthe cooking stove,water heater, and clothesdryer. The

questionnairealso obtained informationabout heat pumps and occupant

awarenessof heat pumps.

Data from both surveyswere analyzed primarilyby using descriptive

statistics. Life-cyclesegmentswere also identifiedand differencesbetween

the statisticsfor differentsegmentswere exploredu

In the context of the decision process summarizedin Figure 2.1, these

two surveysprovided primarilybackground and attitudinalinformation. They

providedinformationabout what factors influencedhomeownersto use, prefer,

and switch their fuels. They also provided regionalstatisticalinformation

about the characteristicsand attitudesof typical homeownersand information

about buyers of new homes in two key EAP jurisdictions,where the MCS programs

could be having some influenceon the home-buyingdecision process.

2.3 HOMEOWNERFOCUSGROUPS

For the current study, focus group interviews were held to gather

preliminary information on the factors that influenced new-home buyers to

purchase a specific home. Focus groups are semi-structured discussions led by

a moderator who introduces discussion topics, probes comments, and keeps the

discussion on track; focus groups are a means to gather qualitative

. information• Because of group interactions and the small non-representative

sample, information gathered in a focus group format is not statistically

representative and findings from focus groups typically cannot be generalized

to a population•
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Weused the information obtained in the focus groups to better formulate

the design of the quantitative conjoint analysis described in Section 2.3.

The focus group interviews provided valuable descriptive information seldom

obtained through normal quantitative techniques. By paraphrasing and quoting

the participants, the information presented in this report on the home

purchase decision gives the reader a better insight into this important
decision.

Four focus groups were held with new-home buyers who had purchased

single-family detached homes since the end of 1985. Two sessions were held in

one evening, first in Spokane and then in Tacoma. The group in the first

session in each location consisted of homeowners who heated primarily with o

electricity; the second group coI1sisted of homeowners who heated primarily

with natural gas. We attempted to recruit an equal number of males and

females for each group. Of tlJe 27 homeowners participating in the groups, 10

heated their homes with electrici+y_ 13 heated with natural gas, and 4 heated

primarily with wood, but had backup electrical systems.

The participants represented a wide variety of experiences in owning

homes and in using different heating fuels. Most participants had some prior

experience with different heating fuels, and most of their experiences were

with electricity or natural gas. Several had used wood heat at some time; one

participant from the four groups had used fuel oil to heat a previous home.

Somewhat less than half the participants were first-time home buyers.

Participants included owners of custom-built, semi-custom and tract homes.

Each discussion group began with the participants asked to write three

factors, besides location, that had influenced them to purchase their home.

The moderator facilitated the discussion by asking questions and probing

comments concerning these factors. Discussing these factors led to other key

issues of interest. When the discussion waned, the moderator introduced any

remaining key issueso The major topics for discussion were these'

• factors that influenced the homepurchase

• perceptions of, and preferences for, various heating fuels

• awareness of the MCSand Bonneville's MCSprograms
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• preferred incentives promoting energy-efficient homes.

The groups lasted from 1-I/2 to 2 hours. Whenall of the topics had been

thoroughly addressed, the moderator dismissed the participants and they were

paid a cooperation fee.

In terms of the decision process summarized in Figure 2.1, the homeowner

focus groups provided insights into the purchase decision process. Specifi-

cally, they helped determine the key factors that buyers considered when

• deciding which new home to buy. In particular, they helped determine how

buyers perceived different fuels and the role fuel type played in the purchase

' decision. They also provided some indication of how much buyers knew about

the MCS in two large metropolitan areas. In addition, they helped identify

how buyers perceived different incentives that might be linked to Fuel type or

the MCS. Finally, they provided essential information for designing the

conjoint analyses described below.

2.4 HOMEOWNERCONJOINTANALYSES

The homeowner focus groups identified several key factors that

influenced the decision to purchase a home. Information from the focus

groups, discussions with realtors in the study areas, and Bonneville MCS

program documents was used to develop a questionnaire to collect data for a

tradeoff analysis of the factors home buyers consider when purchasing a new

home. By analyzing the preferences of homeowners in Washington's Spokane,

Pierce, Clark, and King Counties who have recently purchased new homes, this

technique identified the relative importance of fuel and energy-efficiency

choices in the overall purchase decision and the preferences of recent home

buyers.
i

We used conjoint analysis to address how fuel type and energy-

efficiency affected the decision to purchase a new home. Conjoint analysis is
4

a technique that forces respondents to make tradeoffs between different levels

of important product characteristics in a hypothetical purchase situation.

The technique and its use in this study are described in detail in Lee et al.

(1990) and are only briefly described here.
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The respondentswere presentedwith 18 profiles describinghomes with

differentcharacteristics. The respondentswere asked to rank the profiles

accordingto their preferences.

The characte,_isticsof the home purchase profile are termed factors.

The possible alternativeswithin each factor are the levels of the factor.

For instance,an importantfactor in purchasinga home is the type of home,

which might have "levels"such as whether the home is a tract, semi-custom,or

custom-builthome. From the respondentrankings,the relative importanceof

the factorswas estimated.(a) Also estimatedwere the values the respondents

placed on the differentlevels of the factors.

Includingall the factors influencingthe home purchase decisionwas not

practical in the conjointanalysis. Extremelyimportantfactors such as

location, availabilityof financing,type of financing,and the price range of

the home were designed to be extraneousto the profiles since these factors

were not expected to be correlatedwith fuel type or energy-efficiency. The

respondentswere asked to "keep in mind the factors and constraintsthat

influencedtheir decisionto purchasetheir present home (e.g.,price,

financing,location)."

To estimate just main effectsof the factorsof interest,and not

interactions,the factorswe chose were selectedto be independentof each

other and the profilesconsideredby participantswere designed to be

consistentwith this independence. The factors included in this study and

their levels are shown in Table 2.2. The factorsof most concern were the

type of heating fuel, the purchase incentives,and the level of energy-

(a) The relative importance of a factor is calculated as follows: I) the
difference between the maximumand minimum utility "levels is calculated
for each factor; 2) these differences are summed; and 3) the relative
importance of each factor is calculated by dividing the difference
between its maximumand minimum utility values by the sum calculated in
the second step and expressing the result as a percent.
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TABLE 2 2 Home P_ _ rs Included in Conjoint. . _ hase Facto and Levels the
Design

Factors Level s Factors Level s

Type of home Tract-built Primary Heating Electricity
Semi-custom Fuel Natural gas
Custom-built Wood

. Levels in home Single-level Utility Rate $15/$20 per
Multi-1evel Discount month

None

Size of home Over 2,300 sq ft Cash Rebate $1,250/$1,90
0

1,700 - 2,099 sq ft $800/$1,250
1,300 - 1,699 sq ft $400/$600
Under 1,300 sq ft None

Energy-efficiency Average efficiency
High efficiency

(a) When two values are shown separated by a slash (/), the First value was
used for Pierce, Clark, and King Counties and the second value was used
for Spokane County.

efficiency of the home.(a) The high energy-efficiency level was intended to

be a proxy for MCS. Since most buyers were not likely to be aware of the

requirements of the MCS, we included the following language in our

instructions to the participants:

"D_le to upgraded windows and insulation levels, the homes built to
[t,,e high efficiency level] cost about $1,500 more to build, but
will save on energy bills."

(a) The levels of the cash rebate and utility rate discount that we included
in the analysis varied across the counties. The cash rebate levels were
varied to be consistent with the variation in the MCSprogram incentives
across climate regions. The monthly utility bill discount was set at
$20 in Spokane County and $15 in the other three counties. This
approximate level was selected because participants in the focus groups
indicated levels in this range would be required for them to even take
the incentives into account. The levels were slightly higher in Spokane
to reflect the higher heating bills expected in this colder climate.
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The intent of this languagewas to convey to the respondentsthat the higher

energy-efficiencylevel would reduce energy bills, but that the builder

would have to spend more to build the home. Whether or how the additional

cost to the builder might be passed on to the buyer and how much utility bills

might be reducedwere left to the judgment of the respondent.

The number of factorsand levels chosen allowed for a ma,_geable

quantityof profiles for the respondentsto rank. Besides ranking ihe

profiles,the respondentswere asked to provide demographicand other

information.

The data were collectedvia mail surveys in the four Washington

counties. The target population,homeownerswho had purchaseda new home

since the end of 1985, was chosen becausethe study addressedthe fuel choice

in new homes. Also, it was thought that more representativeresponseswould

be obtained from those homeownerswho had recently gone throughthe processof

buying a new home. For each county,a random sample of about 300 addresses

was drawn from a list of residencesthat were built after 1985.

The responserate of a survey is an indicationof how well the survey

resultsrepresentthe populationthey are supposed to represent. Mail surveys

typicallyhave low responserates so severalprecautionswere taken to

increasethe response rate. Table 2.3 presents informationabout the response

rates in all four counties. The rate for Spokane County was nearly 66%, a

respectablelevel. The rate for Pierceand Clark Counties was about 55%,

which is still fairly good for mail surveys. The lowest rate, approximately

46%, occurred in King County. As noted, a series of steps was taken to

increasethe response rate° Withouthaving any data on those people who did

not respond, it was difficult to say if or how the data were biased because of

non-responses. With the responserates achieved in the surveys,the data may

underrepresentcertain segmentsof those homeownerswho purchasednew homes
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TABLE 2.3. Survey ResponseRates by County

Pierce Spokane _

I. Surveys Sent 300 300 300 322

2. Returned to Sender 54 33 47 26
(vacant,addresseemoved, no
such address)

• 3. Non-QualifiedRespondent 6 6 6 18
(renter,purchaseda
previouslyowned home)

4. CompletedSurveys 133 172 113 152

5. Response Rate
4. / (I. - 2. - 3.) 55.4% 65.9% 45.7% 54.7%

recently,but the responserates are close to levels typicallyconsidered

acceptable,particularlyin Spokane.(a)

In the contextof the processdescribedin Figure 2.1, the home buyer

conjoint analyseshelped us quantify the relative importanceof different

factors,particularlyenergy-efficiencyand fuel type, in the decisionto

purchase a new home. They also provided initialestimates, in four major

metropolitanareas, of how buyers rated differentfuel types, levels of

energy-efficiency,and levels of other characteristics. Additionally,they

provided importantquantitativeinformationabout how buyers assessed

different incentivetypes and levels. Finally,they allowedus to simulate

buyer behaviorunder alternativescenariosto explore how the MCS and

(a) One possible sourceof bias we investigatedwas the differencebetween
the response rates of householdsfor which we had occupant names and
those for which we did not. For Spokane,the response rates were
identicalfor the two groups. For PierceCounty, the responserate was
slightlyhigher (58%) where occupant names were availablethan where
they were not (47%). Based on these results,we concludedthat no bias
was being introducedin Spokanedue to this effect and a small amount of
bias might be present in the PierceCounty data due to this phenomenon.
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differentincentivetypes and levels might affect market shares of homes

heated with different fuels.

2.5 HEDONIC pRICE ANALYSIS

Numerous studieshave used tilehedonicprice analysis techniqueto

evaluatethe value of housingcharacteristics;hedonicprice analysis is a

fairly straightforwardapproachfor assessingthe impact of house attributes

on the selling price. The motivation for applyingthe technique is to

estimatethe dollar value of a characteristicthat is not openly observable.

One classi: applicationhas been to estimate the dollar value of air pollution

damage.(a) Other applicationshave includedvaluing local parks, airport

noise, and not surprisingly,conservationprograms.(b)

Applicationsof the techniquestart from the assumptionthat the price

of the house is a functionof the attributesof the house. This line of logic

suggeststhat the incrementalvalue of any particularattributecan be

statisticallyestimatedfrom knowledgeof the sellingprices of houses and the

' amountsof the attributesin each house. The incrementalvalue is the dollar

value of the characteristicunder study. In this study, we were interestedin

the dollar value of differentf,lelsand the packageof MCS features. Details

of the hedonic analysesconductedare presented in Lee, Englin,and Harkreader

(1989)and Englin et al. (1990). A general descriptionof the approach

follows.

Operationally,the techniqueis impleme,,tedby using regression

analysis. The sellingprice is regressedon the quantitiesof the attributes

in each of the houses sold. The method disaggregatesthe sellingprice to

find the contributionof each attributeto the sellingprice. Each housing

sale is an observation. Equation (2.1) shows this relationship:

SellingPrice = F(attributes) (2.1)

(a) Freeman (1979) discusses 12 different studies that have examined air
pollution valuation using the hedonic technique.

(b) Laquatra (1987) gives an overview of several energy-related appli-.
cations. Other applications include Laquatra (1986), Palmquist (1984,
1985), and Zaki and Isakson (1983). Rosen (1974) discusses the
theoretical underpinnings of this technique.
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The contributionof each attributeto the sellingprice depends on the demand

for the attributeby home buyers,the quantity available,and the ease and

expensewith which the supplyof the attributecan be increased.

While tilefunction F() can take differentforms, most researchershave

found the linear or logarithmiclinear forms to fit the best. An example

linear function is shown in Equation (2.2):

, Selling Price = aO + a1:_'xI 4.a2*x2 + ... + e (2.2)

In the linear form illustratedby Equation (2.2),the incrementalvalue of an

' additionalunit of xi in the sellingprice of the house is ai.

Note that the estimatedcoefficient,aI, is the capitalizedeffect. If

xI denotesthe presence of certainheating equipment,the coefficientcaptures

the discountedvalue of the equipmentand the expected cost of runic,ing the

equipment. Decomposingthe estimatedcoefficientdepends on understanding

expectationsabout home-heatingfuel prices. Abelson and Markandya (1985)

describe this problem in detail. In this study there has been no attempt to

decomposethe estimatedeffectsof the equipmentand expected annual operating

expense.

Applyingthis techniqueto analyzingresidentialfuel choice is

straightforward. If xI indicateselectric space heatingand x2 indicatesgas

heating in Equation (2.2),then aI and a2 measure the effect of the fuels on

the price of the home. The differencebetweenaI and a2 is the amount that

the price of the house would vary in the local housingmarket given the fuel

type. The implicationsfor the new home market are fairly direct. Builders

would want to build the house having the greatestdifferencebetween the cost

of installingthe heatingequipmentand fuel and the price at which they could

sell the home. Home buyers would, given their attitudestowards each fuel,

want to spend the least for their preferredfuel.
I

Three factorsthat complicatethe analysisof fuel choice irlnew housing

are I) the nature of existinghousingavailableon the market, 2) expectations

about fuel price changes, and 3) the dynamic nature of the housingmarket.

Conventionalapplicationsof the hedonictechniqueconsider new housing and

existinghousingto be substitutesfor each other. We make a similar
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assumptionhere. Current fuel prices and future fuel price changes, either

announcedor simply expected,are major factors in how much home buyers are

willing to pay for a house with a particularfuel. Each home buyer must trade

off the equipmentcost of the fuel againstthe operatingcost (fuel price).

In this way, the future price of fuels, in additionto current prices, affects

the incrementalprice builderscan receive for a house. Finally,the role of

fuel type in housingprices is dynamic. As fuel prices change over time, the

effectsof fuel type on housing priceswill also change;the analysisof a

single year alone cannot always capture these effects. How quickly these

effects occur and how long it takes to reestablish a long-run equilibrium is

an empirical issue.

Applicationof the hedonic price techniquerequiresknowledgeabout the

sales prices and characteristicsof both new and existing houses sold during

specifictime periods. Many of these data can be found at county assessors'

offices. Our hedonicprice analysescoveredfour metropolitanareas in

Washington" two parts of Tacoma (in Pierce County), Kirkland (a suburb of

Seattle in King County),Vancouver (in Clark County), and Spokane (in Spokane

County). We obtained housingsales and house characteristicsdata from the

county assessor'soffice in each of the countieswhere these cities are

located. The complete listingof residentialpropertiesand historicaldata

in each of the four countieswas obtainedin a computer-readableformat.

The raw assessor'sdata contain a rich descriptionof both the

attributesof each house and the propertyaround the house. Land descriptors

includeamenitiessuch as waterfront and views, as well as inaicationsof lot

size, the quality of road access,and the conditionof the land itself. In

general, the neighborhoodsthat we analyzeare sufficientlyhomogeneousthat

there is littlevariation in these attributes. The availablehouse

descriptorsare usuallyeven richer. Typicaldescriptorsincludeage of the

house, quality of constrdction,house type, the kind of interiorand exterior

walls, porches,number of bedrooms,number and kind of baths, square footage

of basementsand garages as well as livingareas. The data also usually

include informationabout the fireplaces,heating equipment,and other built-

in appliances. Together,the property and house data provide a fairly

completepicture of each property.
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The data were "cleaned" to obtain a sample which was appropriate to the

analysis. For example, numerous buildings were actually businesses which were

zoned both residential and commercial, and these were deleted from the sample.

Another difficulty was the commonassessors' practice of listing the selling

price foY a lot with the characteristics of the house subsequently built on

the lot. This problem was addressed by including only houses that had ages

greater than or equal to zero and that sold for more than a specific price.
4

The hedonic price analysis approach helps address the decision process

illustrated in Figure 2.1 by providing insights into the economics that affect
e

the decision, lt is not possible to observe directly how the market values

different fuel types and energy-efficiency levels. This technique allows us

to estimate the "prices" associated with these housing characteristics, and

also permits treatment of the decision in a context that includes both the

option of buying an existing home and buying a new home. As we apply the

methodology, it facilitates examining the dynamics of the market over time,

differences across regions, and the overall market demand. Finally, the

technique provides valuable information that can be used in a comprehensive

framework, such as discrete choice analysis, for modeling the decision

process.

2.6 DISCRETECHOICEANALYSlS

There are many goods--usually durable goods--that are purchased one at a

time by individual consumers. In these cases, the choice is not how much of

the good to purchase, but rather which brand and model best fits the

consumer's needs. In contrast, residential fuel choice is primarily a dis-

crete choice. Once a homeowner has selected a heating fuel, it is quite

costly to change. Of the large number of different types of discrete choice

models in the econometrics literature that have been applied to model this

process, the most commonapproach is the logit regression technique. This is

the approach to modeling individual consumer's fuel choice used in this

analysis to examine fuel choice in a single location, Tacoma. Details of the

approach are presented in Lee, Englin, and Harkreader (1989).
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Logistic (logit)regressionmodels have two useful features irlthe

contDxtof this study. The first is that they allow the roles of attitudes

and the variousmeasures of cost in the individual'sdecisionto be quanti-

fied. Once quantified,these can be compared in a meaningfulway. Even

though the attitudemeasures are ordinal, their parameterestimatescan be

comparedto the cost measure parameterestimatesand their relative importance

to the decision maker compared. Second, fuel choice actionsand desires can

also be compared in this approach. This is accomplishedby comparingthe

parameterestimatesfor one logit regressionestimatedfor the fuel actually

used and a second model estimatedbased on fuel preferences.

In the context of this study, the model was appliedusing the first EAP °

jurisdictionsurvey in Tacoma. This applicationassumedthat the discrete

choice of fuel dependedon both external factors (fuel cost and hedonic price)

and internalfactors (fuel att,tudes). The specificationof the model

includedthe attitudestowards the fuels obtained from the survey previously

describedand the costs of the fuels. Two specificationsof fuel costs were

included. The first was the averageresidentialfuel price, and the second

was the hedonic prices derived as discussedearlier.

The logit regressionmodel was applied in two differentways. The first

was to apply the model to explainthe relationshipamong attitudes, costs, and

the fuel in the house. The secondwas to relate attitudesand costs to the

preferredfuel which, of course,was not necessarilythe fuel in the house.

The data for the analysis came from the followingthree sources' I) the

EAP questionnaire,2) the hedonicprice results, and 3) the residential

naturalgas and electricityprices for a 4-year period collectedfrom the

local utilities.

In the context of this analysis,the importantparts of the question-

naire were those concerningattitudestowards fuels. Attitudestowards eight

different characteristics of fuels were obtained on a fuel-by-fuel basis. The

eight characteristics which respondents were asked to rate are"

, cost , efficiency

• reliability • convenience
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• safety • pollution

• heatingevennessand comfort • odor.

The ratingswere used to generate an ordinalscore. These questionswere

asked with regard to both electricityand naturalgas.

The raw attitudinaldata were used to create a new set of relative

attitudinalvariables,constructedby subtractingthe electricalscore from

the gas score.(a) This compositionof the attitudinaldata allowedthe number
6

of variables,which needed to be analyzed,to be reduced considerably, lt

also allowedthe analysisto focus more tigiltlyon the differencesbetween the

fuels. Since the raw rankingswere ordinal,focusing on the differencesalso

allowedsimpler interpretationof the results.

The fuel prices obtained from the respectiveutilitieswere put on a

common footingby convertingtherms into kwh using a factor of 29.3. The

electricprices were adjusteddownwardby 70% to account for the typical

combustionefficiencyof existingnaturalgas furnaces. These fuel prices

were combinedwith the attitudinaldata in the estimation procedure.

Our use of the discretechoice approachhere has been very limited,

primarilyby data constraints. The main purpose in applyingit was to test

the methodologyto see what data were required,whether the data were

available,and whether the techniqueshowed promise for broaderapplicationto

the fuel and energy choice process in the Northwest.

The techniqueoffers promise for modelingthe process illustratedin

Figure 2.1. lt brings togetiler attitudinal, demographic, and economic data in

a single model. If successful, this type of approach could provide

predictions of fuel and MCSchoices under different scenarios and for

' different regions.

(a) The best way to handle ordinalvariablesof this type is to create a set
of dummy variables,one for each categoryof responsefor each question.
However,this would have createdForty variables in this application.
Since there were less than I00 observations,this approachcould not be
supportedby the data.
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2.7 FUEL ANDMCSDEMANDANALYSIS

One way to integrate the estimated prices from the four cities is to use

them in the estimation of demand curves. Demandcurves relate the quantity of

a good purchased to the price of the good. The expectation is that lower

quantities of a good will be bought if it is priced higher. Wehave used our

hedonic price estimates and other data in an attempt to reveal the residential

demand curve for heating fuel type and MCS.

The demand for heating fuel was estimated using data from the four major

metropolitan areas of Washington: Tacoma, Spokane, Kirkland, and Vancouver,

The data spanned the 6-year time period from 1984 through 1989.

Pooling the data from all four cities provided a usable sample of 6,488

observations. Matched with each observation was the gas-heat hedonic price

for the year and city in which it was sold. Three other pieces of information

were appended to each observation. These included the average natural gas and

electricity prices, demographic characteristics, and measures of the health of

the local economy. The full model included:

• hedonic natural gas price • house age

. median age of residents • house size

• average income • fireplace

• college graduates . electricity/gas price ratio

. female labor participation • labor force participation rate.
rate

Two demand models were examined: one with a quadratic and linear hedonoic

price term and without the quadratic term.

Because of data limitations, the demand for MCShomes was estimated
4

using only the Tacoma data. The data used contained information on 1,045

homes sold from 1985 through 1988. The Tacoma data provided four estimates of

the hedonic price associated with MCS. In addition to the hedonic price data,

the average prices of heating fuels, demographic variables, and measures of

economic activity were appended to the data. The complete model included:

• hedonic natural gas price • house age
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I

. median age of residents • house size

. averageincome . fireplace

. % college graduates • electricity/gasprice ratio

• female labor participation • labor force participationrate,
rate

As with the natural gas equation, we estimated a demand equation with

both a linear and quadratic hedonic price term and one with only the linear

term. There were two model specification differences between the natural gas

and MCSdemand specifications, One was the omission of the squared fuel price

ratio term. The second was the estimation of an inverse demand curve rather

than a standard demand curve. Chapter 3 discusses the model specifications.

2.8 HOME-BUILDERFOCUSGROUPSANDCONJOINTANALYSIS

Builders play a major role in making fuel choices for new homes and many

factors influence their choice. Clearly, potential buyers' preferences and

the costs of procuring and installing different equipment affect builders'

choices. Irl the EAP and SGCprogram jurisdictions, the builders' decisions

have been complicated by the requirements of these programs.

Two focus groups and a conjoint analysis were conducted with Tacoma

builders. We held discussions with builders on specific issues related to the

fuel-choice decision and asked builders specific questions that were the basis

for the builder conjoint analysis, The intent of the builder analysis was to

characterize builder perceptions and preferences and to assess the role of

builders in the fuel and energy-efficiency choice process. Details of the

builder focus groups and conjoint analysis are presented in Lee, Englin, and

. Harkreader (1989).

A list of Tacoma area home builders was provided by Tacoma Public

• Utilities. The list of residential builders included builders producing a

variety of residential structures (single-family, duplexes, and multi-family

complexes) and using different types of heating fuels. Builders on this list

were contacted and asked to participate in focus groups discussing the fuel-

choice decision; all the participants were either company presidents or

general managers. The attendees were paid an honorarium and travel allowance.
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The two focus groups were held on consecutiveevenings in Tacoma.

Althoughwe had anticipated20 people attending_a total of only 11 people

attended_-4the first evening and 7 the second evening. The first group

consistedof small builderswho exclusivelyused electricityin their homes.

The second group consistedof a mixtureof small and large builders who

primarilyused electricity;one builderhad also built homes using natural

gas.

Although half of the builderswho agreed to attendwere builders of gas-

heated homes, those that actuallyattendedwere essentiallybuilders of

electricallyheated homes. The lack of participationby builders of gas-

heated homes was unfortunatefor our purposes because it reduced the

representativenessof the perceptionsexpressedby the builders.

Six generaltopics were addressedby the participantsin the focus

groups. These topics were past behavior,decision making roles, fuel choices

and relativebenefits,the role of incentives,the role of market

characteristics,and expectationsfor future trends.

For this study, the same residentialbuilders participatingin the focus

groups were asked in a conjoint analysisto consider six factorsthought to

influencefuel choice in residentialconstruction. The factorsand the

alternatelevels within each factorwere suggestedby previousdiscussions

with builders. The builderswere presented25 profiles of the residential

fuel selectionthat varied the combinationsof the choiceswithin the factors

and they were asked to rate the likelihoodof electricitybeing installedas

the primaryheatingfuel in each of the profiles. In rating the situations,

the builderswere told that all home-heatingfuels were equallyavailable and

that they should rate the situationas if they were going to do the

construction. They rated the likelihoodof electricitybeing the primary

heating fuel on a scale from I (very unlikely)to 10 (very likely).
4

Our study of buildershas contributedto understandingthe decision

processshown in Figure 2.1 becausebuildersplay a key role in determining

what fuel _LI,/Desare installedin new homes and how many are built to the MCS.

These determlnationsaffect the supplyof new homes availableto potential

buyers. Although huildersultimatelymust build what the market demands or go
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out of business, they clearly have the primary role in determining the supply

of new homes; this is particularlyimportantduring transitionperiodswhen

external factors, such as rapid fuel price increasesor adoptionof the MCS,

cause sudden shifts in consumer demandsand builders take some time to respond

to changes in the market. Our findingshere are quite limitedbecause our

study of buildershas been restrictedto a single region, a small group of

builders,and builderswho installpredominantlyelectric heat. Nevertheless,

the informationis useful for determiningthe role of builders in the process4

illustratedby Figure 2.1.
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3.0 SUMMARYOF RESULTS

This chapter summarizes in a one place the results from the analyses

described in Chapter 2. The first section discusses summary information for

Bonneville's service territory to provide a context for the other results

presented. The subsequent sections are organized primarily by the specific

locations where we conducted our analyses, This organization is designed to

give the reader a good sense of the types and amount of information we have

developed on residential fuel and MCSchoices for different parts of the

Northwest. The final section focuses on the analysis we conducted of the

demand for specific space heating fuels. Because this analysis relied upon

information from tile four metropolitan areas studied its results are reported

last. More details on the analyses discussed here can be found in a series of

prior reports including Harkreader and Hattrup (1988), Lee, Englin, and

Harkreader (1989), Lee, et al. (1990), and Englin et al, (1990), Chapter 4

integrates the results presented in Chapter 3 and the other reports to show

where consistencies have emerged, where inconsistencies and gaps remain, and

where additional research should be focused.

3.1 REGIONALAND EAPSURVEYRESULTS

Survey results for all types of households in Bonneville's service

territory indicate that 70%are located in Western Washington; 18% in Western

Oregon; 8% in Eastern Washington, Northern Idaho, and Western Montana; and 4%

in Eastern Oregon and Southern Idaho. (a) The distribution of primary space

heating fuels for this population is shown in Figure 3.1. Electricity

predominates throughout the region and either gas or wood is the second most

commonheating fuel in each subregion.

In terms of preferences, 36% oF all households prefer gas for space

, heating, 35% prefer electricity, and 14%prefer wood. Respondents give gas

and electricity comparable total ratings, which are considerably higher than

those for oil and wood, Table 3.1 compares the pair-wise ratings for the four

(a) Lee, Englin, and Harkreader (1989) and Harkreader and Hattrup (1988)
present details of the analyses discussed here.
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FIGURE3.1. Primary Heating Fuel Distribution by Region
(Ali households irl Bonneville service territory)

TABLE 3.1. Comparison of Means of the Positive Perception Scale,
by Fuel Attribute

No Overall
Comfortable Offensive Poslti,ve

Fuels Low Cost Dependabl_ Safe Nonpollutinq Heat Efficient Convenlent Odor Imaqe!a)

Gas 3,06 3,21 2,88 2,98 3,45 3,23 3,26 2,92 23,22

Electri_iLy 2,]3 3,12 3.37 3.33 3,33 3.06 3,45 3,60 24.89

Gas 3.06 3.21 2,B8 2,98 3,45 3,23 3.26 2.92 23.22

Wood 2,71 2,83 2,27 2,93 3.02 2.65 1,70 2.90 20,41

Gas 3.06 3,21 2,86 2,98 3.45 3,23 3,26 2,92 23.22

Oil 2,02 2,88 2,81 2,41 3,11 2,72 2,69 2,49 19,65

Electricity 2.13 3,12 3.37 3,33 3.33 3,06 3,45 3.60 24.8£
Wood 2,71 2,83 2,27 2,93 3.02 2.65 1,70 2.90 20,41

Electricity 2.13 3,12 3,37 3.33 3,33 3.06 3,45 3.60 24,89
Oil 2.02 2,88 2,81 2,41 3.11 2,72 2.69 2,49 19.65 '

Wood 2,71 2,83 2,27 2,93 3,02 2,65 1.70 2,90 20,41

Oil 2,02 2.88 2,81 2,41 3.11 2,72 2.69 2,49 19,65

a) A fuel'sattributemeans do not sum to its overall positive imagemean clueto missing values in the clara.
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fuels and presents an overall rating that sums the ratings on each attribute.

Table 3.2 shows statisticallysignificantdifferences in perceptionsabout

specific fuels accordingto fuel type used by the respondent. Generally,

users of a specificfuel tend to rate that fuel better in most categoriesthan

do people who have other primaryheatingfuels.

TABLE 3,2. Differencesin the Perceptionof Fuel Attributes,
by Heating Fuel Type

PrimaryHeatinq Fuel Seqment
Heating Fuel Attribute Electricity,Nai_uralGas Wood Fuel Oil

' NATURALGAS Low cost 3.03 3.39 2.83 2.88
Dependable 3.21 3.40 3,09 2.96
Safe 2.76 3.32 2.78 2.73
Non-polluting 2,93 3.19 2.97 2.83
Comfortable heat 3.40 3.68 3.41 3.31
Efficient 3.19 3.44 3.]2 3.09
Convenient 3.17 3.52 3.21 3.23
No offensive o_g_ 2.86 3.17 2.87 2.74
Positive image_-d) 22.65 26.64 22.73 19,96

ELECTRICITY Low cost 2.27 2.00 1.90 1,94
Dependable 3.19 3.19 2.86 3.07
Comfortable heat, 3.43 3.17 3.16 3.39
Positive imageta) 25.60 23.86 24.20 23.90

WOOD Low cost 2.55 2.45 3.48 2.59
Dependable 2.77 2.61 3,33 2.71
Safe 2 14 2.15 2.78 2.26
Non-polluting 2 94 3.03 2.65 3.13
Comfortable heat 2 94 2.80 3.58 2.83
Efficient 2 59 2,49 3,08 2.46
Convenient 1 59 1.60 2.14 1.55
No offensive o_io_ 2 90 2.78 3.13 2.77
Positive image-.d) 19.87 19.23 24.06 19.37

FUEL OIL Low cost 1.89 1.92 2.14 2.72
• Dependable 2 72 3,04 3.13 3.30

Safe 2 67 2.79 1.76 3.24
Comfortable heat 30l 3.06 2.73 3.53

' Efficient 2 60 2.72 2.77 3.19
Convenient 2 49 2.74 3.03 3.28
No offensive odor" 2 41 2.54 2,58 3.02
Positive image£a) 18 68 19.28 18.25 24.47

(a) A fuel's attribute means do not sum to its positive image mean because of
missing values in the data.
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To obtain better information on key subsets of households, we conducted

the same survey with a larger sample of occupants of relatively new homes in

the Tacoma area and in Southern Idaho. The homes were built since the EAP

went into effect in each area. In Idaho, 78% of the homes surveyed were

electrically heated, 13%gas-heated, and about 10%wood-heated, In the Tacoma

area (Western Washington), only 56%were electrically heated, 37% gas-heated,

and about 6% used wood heat. For the two regions combined, perceptions of the

attributes of gas and electricity were comparable to the perceptions for the

region. Summingup the scores for each attribute,electricityrated a little

higher than naturalgas overall. Table 3.3 shows attitude differencesbetween

the two regions that were statistically significant. Table 3.3 is consistent 4

with Table 3.2 in that a much larger share of new homes in the Tacoma area was

heated with gas than in the Southern Idaho area. Table 3.3 shows that gas

tended to be viewed more positively in Western Washington than in Southern

Idailo and the converse was true with regard to electricity. Table 3.4

presents other useful information about fuel preferences for the two EAP

areas. The preference for gas heating was higher in these jurisdictions

combined than it was for the region as a whole. Users of a given fuel tended

to prefer that fuel.

TABLE3.3. Attributes That Are Perceived Differently
Across Regions

Western Southern
Washinqton Idaho

NATURALGAS
Safe 3.2 2.9
Non-polluting 2.8 2.4
Provides comfortable heat 3_5 3.2
Efficient 3.1 2.8
Convenient 3.3 2.8
No offensive odor 2.8 2.5

ELECTRICITY
Low-cost 2.3 2.7 '
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TABLE3.4, Percentage of EAP Jurisdiction Rg_ondents Preferring a SpecificFuel Type (By present fuel type) _

Preferred Heating Fllel

Present Heat- Electricity Natural Gas Wood Fuel Oil No Preference
'Ing Fuel % % % % %

Electricity 58 30 3 2 2
Natural gas 4 95 0 0 0
Wood 25 19 56 0 0
AI 1 fuel s

combined 39 48 6 I 2

(a) Percentages do not add to 100 because of roundoff and exclusion of other
heating fuel types.

lt appeared that the preference for natural gas indicated an allegiance to

natural gas that electricity did not enjoy. Ninet_,-five percent of natural

gas users preferred their fuel, whereas only 58% of electricity users

preferred electricity. The data in Table 3.4 suggested in addition that there

was a potential for residential customers to switch to natural gas from

electricity' 30% of electricity users indicated a preference for natural gas.

When asked how likely it was for the household to switch heating fuels

in the next 2 years, only 3% of the respondents reported that they would

consider it. In the past 2 years only 7% of the respondents had switched

their heating fuels, and of those, half did so only because they changed

residences. These results indicated that, while there might be considerable

potential for fuel switching because of fuel preferences, only a small

proportion of existing households had switched in the short-term, Frowna

planning and policy perspective, however, the potential impact of fuel

• switching in existing households in a single year may be quite important

because the impacts are comparable to those associated with new housing

, starts. The share of households switching fuel in any given year without

changing houses was around 1.8% (n x n x 7%). This is comparable to the most

probable estimates of housing stock growth rates of 1.4% to 1.9% per year

(NWPPC1986, p. 2-20). Therefore, fuel choice decisions in existing homes
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have the potential to change the number of homes using a specific fuel as much
as decisions made in new homes.

3.2 _ANALYTICRESULTSFO_PIERCE COUNTY(TACOMA), WASHINGTON

Most of our analyses have focused on the Tacoma area because it is a

bellwether area For Bonnevillets MCSprograms, In addition to the survey

described in Section 3.1, we conducted builder focus groups, a builder

conjoint analysis, two separate hedonic price analyses, focus groups of new-

home buyers, and a conjoint analysis of new-home buyers in the Pierce County
area,

A

3.2.1 Builder Focus Groups and Con.ioint Analysis Results_

When asked about the history of installing different fuels, all of the

builders in both Tacoma focus groups indicated a history of, and preference

for, all-electric homes.(a) This behavior was based on the following factors'

limited availability of natural gas, incentive and advertising programs for

electrically heated MCShomes, experience with electricity of both builders

and consumers in the area, and lower construction costs associated with

electricity. When asked about the selection of a heating fuel in their homes,

the builders indicated that the fuel choice was made by the builder in most

cases. The exceptions occurred when the home was built for a buyer who

specified the type of heating fuel.

When asked about incentive programs, the only program mentioned was the

Tacoma City Light SGCprogram, which offered rebates for energy-conservation

construction techniques, as well as for installing an air-to-air heat

exchanger. This progra:i, was the major topic of conversation for much of both

sessions. (b) Ali of the builders had built under this program, many

exclusively; a number of builders expressed the view that they were able to

b,_ild to the program requirements without increasing their construction costs.

lt was very clear that the program instigated the application of most of the

(a) See Lee, Englin,and Harkreader(1989) for the details of the analysis
discussedhere.

(b) lt should be noted that the builders did not emphasizethe EAP or
distinguishit from SGC program.
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energy conservationmeasures,that these techniqueswere now standardwith the

builders,and that these measureswould remain after the programended.

Regardinghome buyer preferences,the builders indicatedthat their

buyerswere concernedprimarilywith the cost of the unit. Subsidiary

concerns includedsize (squarefeet of floor area), energy-conserving

characteristics,and location (utility_ervice area due to the differingcosts

of electricity). No mention was made of other design elements. Customer fuel

, preferencewas perceivedby the participantsto be almost exclusively

electricity.

When questionec:concerningtheir future expectations,the participants

mentionedone expectedchange most frequently: the cost of electricitywill

go up. Some buildersalso expectedmore fuel-efficientappliances,and most

expectedmore conservationknowledgeamong consumers.

These same buildersparticipatedin a conjoint analysis. The results

reported here must be qualifiedby the same limitationsthat appliedto

generalizingthe focus group results. The results,however, should be

indicativeof the behavior and responsesof buiiders of electricallyheated

homes.

Figure3.2 illustratesthe relativeimportanceof five factors

influencingbuilder fuel choice.(a) Amor_gthe focus group participants,the

owner'sheating fuel preferencehas the largest single influenceon the

builder'sdecision about the home heatingfuel. The type of housingand the

price of the residentialunits are relativelyequal in their influenceon fuel

choice,as are the builder incentivesand relative heating fuel price changes.

The utilityvalues shown in Table 3.5 indicatethe relativeeffect of

. each influencingfactor level on the likelihoodof electricitybeing installed

. (a) Note that when the term "importance"is used to report results of the
conjointanalyseshere it is an indicationof how much a particular
factor influencesthe decision_and it is very sensitiveto the range of
utilitiesfor each factor. A factorwith levels that do not vary much
in their utilityvalues is determinedto be of little importancein the
decision. This is reasonable,even if the factorwould otherwisebe
consideredimportant,becausethe range of options for the factor is so
limitedthat the decisionmaker does not have to pay much attentionto
itr
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37.9%

Amount Factor
Accounts for
Builder's
Fuel Choice 17.4% 16.2%

Owner Home Type of Builder Relative
Preference Price Housing Incentive Fuel Price

Range Change

FIGURE3.2. Relative Importance of Fuel Choice Factors
of Tacoma Builders

TABLE 3.5. Relative Utility Values of Factor Levels, Tacoma Builders

Fuel Choice Factor

House Price Owner Heating Fuel Relative Fuel

HousingType Range Preference Builder Incentive Price Changes

Level Utility Level Utility Level Utility Level Utility Level Utility
....................... . .................... .................

Single-family 0.637 High -0.902 Electricity 1.926 High ($300) 0.606 Electrici- -0.448

tract ty increas-
Medium 0.623 Nat. gas -1.392 Low ($50) -n.500 ing

Single-family -0.778

custom Low 0.279 Wood -0.534 None -0.I06 Nat. gas 0.645
increasing

Multi-family 0.257

Similar -0.197

Du-,tri-,quad -0,115 changes
plex

as the primary heating fuel. (a) Since this trade-off analysis assumes

linearity and little or no correlation among the factors, the overall utility

for a profile can be estimated by adding the utility values for each factor

|

(a) Note that the utility values for a particular factor are constrained by
the statistical technique used so that they must add up to zero.
Consequently, a negative utility for a given factor level does not mean
that the builder would choose something other than electricity, but only
that the probability of selecting electricity is lower relative to
levels that are positive.
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level in the profile of interest.(a) For example,the profilewith the

greatest likelihoodfor installingelectricityconsistsof a single-family,

tract home in a moderate price range, where the owner prefers electricalheat,

the builder is receivinga high incentivefor 'installingelectricalheat, and

the price of naturalgas is increasingrelativeto the price of electricity

(totalutility= 4.437).

We can make some observationsabout the relative importanceof different

i factors in the builder'sfuel selection,e.g., perceivedowner preferencesfor

electricityover naturalgas or wood increasethe probabilityof a builder's

installingelectric heating. Also, high-end and custom homes are less likely

to be built with electricheating. We consideredthree builder incentive

levels for installingelectricheat' $300 per unit (high),$50 (low), and no

incentivepresent. The resuIts suggest,quite logically,that relatively

large builder incentivesmay be effectivein protectingelectricity'smarket

share. The utilityvalues also suggestanother interestingeffect of

incentiveleve'Is.The low incentivelevel is less likely to convince the

builder to select electricitythan no incentiveat all. While this seems

illogical,it is possiblethat builders anticipatethat certain costs would be

incurredin applyingfor an incentive(additioF,al paperwork,time, etc.), and

an incentiveof $50 would be inadequateto cover these costs.

3.2.2 New-Home Buyer Focus Groups

The recent buyers of new homes in our focus groups in Tacoma indicated

that the most importantreasonsfor purchasingtheir home was floor plan

featuresor aestheticqualitiesof the home.(b) The appearanceof the home

was what first attractedthe home buyer.

A larger number of first-timehome buyers than other participants

mentionedfinancialreasonsfor purchasingtheir homes. These reasons

includedspecial low-interestrates for their particularhome and an

affordableprice.

(a) We examinedthe correlationbetweenthe effectsof the factors and
levels and found no evidencethat the analysisneeded to include
interactions.

(b) See Lee, Harkreader,Bruneau,and Volke (1990)for the details of the
analysisdiscussedhere.
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The energy-efficiency of a new homewas considered in the purchase

decision, but other factors appeared to be more important. In fact, energy-

efficiency was initially mentioned by only one focus group participant.

However, after it was brought up by the moderator, almost all the participants

said they considered this aspect when looking for a home to buy. Many

associated energy-efficiency with construction quality of the home, and it was

the general consensus that their homes were well-built and used energy

efficiently.

The type of heating fuel the homeused was initially mentioned by only a

few people. But when the groups were probed about the importance of the fuel

decision, a distinct pattern appeared. Most participants in the non-electric

heat group stated that they had specifically selected natural gas. Partici-

pants in this group were very pro-natural gas. Only one participant in the

electric heat groups mentioned heating with electricity as a reason for

purchasing the home. Several of these participants were satisfied with their

electric heat, but it was not a reason for purchasing the home.

Of those participants expressing a preference for a heating fuel, the

majority preferred natural gas. The fuel choice was very important to these

homeowners in their decision to purchase their home. The number of

participants that preferred electricity or preferred wood was about the same.

In general, the participants felt that natural gas was very cost-

effective, efficient, and clean, and there was very little concern over the

safety of natural gas. The natural gas companies, whe were perceived to be

service-oriented and to respond quickly to problems, also helped the image of

natural gas.

The preferences of the participants in the electric-heat group were

mostly for electricity; two preferred to have natural gas as a heating fuel.

Most perceived electricity to be clean and to provide comfortable heat, but

none considered it the least expensive heating fuel. However, it was

mentioned that costs for electricity in the Northwest were considerably lower

than in other parts of the nation and, especially for those having lived in

other areas, the cost of Northwest electricity was of little concern. The

convenience of paying only one fuel bill was also mentioned. The type of
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electric heating system was important for the electricity preference, e.g.,

baseboard systems were perceived as inefficient, unsightly, and inconvenient.

The participants were familiar with the Super Good Cents (SGC) program

through television advertisements. Participants in the electric-heat group

knew the (SGC) homes were highly energy-efficient and used electricity, but

individuals in the non-electric heat group knew fewer specifics about tile

program. They mostly recognized the name of the program.

Approximatelyhalf the Tacoma participantsowned Super Good Cents MCS

programhomes. In general,these homeownerswere satisfiedwith, and proud

of, their homes, and consideredthem qualityhomes. They noted that there was

very little differencein the price of the Super Good Cents homes compared

with other homes they had considered. (a) The advantages of program homes

mentioned in the Tacoma groups were energy-efficiency, quality construction,

and quiet interior's. (b)

Those participants heating their homewith natural gas felt their homes

were just as well-built and energy-efficient as Super Good Cents homes. Their

general feeling was that the local building codes had been improved and all

homes had to be built with energy-efficiency in mind. None of the Tacoma

participants was aware of the MCS.

The groups were also asked to discuss some hypothetical incentive

programs for encouraging the purchase of highly efficient homes. The possible
incentives considered were:

• a cash rebate paid directly to the homeowner

• a cash rebate paid towards the down payment

(a) This was consistent with our hedonic price analyses, discussed in the
following section, which suggested that the premium paid for MCShomes

. was largely offset by the lower price associated with electric heat.
(b) One participant who owned a custom-built program home mentioned several

disadvantages of the program. He felt the requirements for the
allowable square fooLage of window area were too restrictive; the type
of windows and doors required to meet the standards were too expensive;
also, the required air-to-air heat exchanger was expensive, noisy, and
useless. This person felt that program homes were well-built and
energy-efficient, but too expensive and the requirements too
restrictive.
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• a cash rebate paid towards the mortgage closing costs

• a discounted mortgage interest rate

• an increase in the amount of credit for which one can qualify for a home
loan

• guaranteed discounts on utility rates.

In general, the reactions to the cash rebate programs were very positive. The

preference, by far, was for cash rebates paid directly to the home buyer as

opposed to the down payment or mortgage closing costs. Most of the

participants did not like the idea of a cash rebate with strings attached

stipulating where it must be applied. A few participants did not like the

idea of providing cash rebates, in any form, for energy-efficient homes.

These people felt that one does not get anything for free, and the rebates

would ultimately drive housing prices up. Also the rebates seemed "like a

"quick fix" to a long-term problem of improving the energy-efficiency of the

building stock. Most of those expressing doubts about the rebates preferred

incentives that would take a long-term approach.

The discounted interest rates incentive for purchasing an energy-

efficient home received the most praise of the six programs presented. The

most negative reaction towards any one of the programs was directed against

the program that would increase the amount of a home mortgage for which a

buyer could qualify if he purchased an energy-efficient home. Most of the

participants felt that this was a "credit card" approach and would allow

people to get into financial troubles. A few thought such a program would

allow those who were just short of qualifying to purchase a home. These

participants felt the program would be more attractive to the first-time home

buyer.

Discounts on utility rates also were well received by almost everyone.

This approach was perceived as promoting energy-efficiency with a long-term

incentive. However, many in the groups were skeptical that utilities would

offer such a program or were skeptical about the motivations for offering such
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a program. (a) Even with this skepticism, the program offering discounted

utility rates was viewed positively overall.

Whendiscussing cash rebates, the minimum acceptable incentive was

around $I,000; participants felt that any amount below $i,000 would not be

much of an inducement to purchase a highly energy-efficient home. Most of the

participants felt, however, that they would pay an extra $2,500 to $5,000 for

a highly efficient home and an incentive promoting energy-efficiency should be

in this range. (b) For the incentive programs directed towards monthly savings

• (discountedinterestrates and utilityrates),the participantsfelt that, in

general, the programswould have to reduce bills between $15 and $30 a month

for them to want to participate.

3.2.3 HedonicPrice Analyses_

We conductedtwo separatehedonicprice analyses in the Tacoma area.(c)

One was conductedfor a specificneighborhoodfor the years 1981 through 1987

using a log-linearspecification. The second was conductedfor a different

neighborhoodfor 1984 through 1988, using a linear specification.

Table 3.6 presents the regressionsresults from the First

neighborhood.(d) This table shows only the results relatedto fuel type and

the MCS. The regressionsfor the first neighborhoodgenerallyperformweil.

Adjusted R-squaredsrange between0.57 and 0.83, with most around 0.80. The

coefficientsfor each forced-airsystem and fuel type measure the effect of

the fuel and equipmenttype relativeto baseboardelectric heat.(e) The

coefficientfor an oil furnacewas statisticallysignificantlydifferent from

zero only in 1981 (at the 0.05 level) and, applyingweaker criteria, 1984 (at

(a) lt was stated that discounted utility rates might be a disguised attempt
• to lock homeowners into a costly h_ating fuel type. Also, it was felt

that discountedutility rates would encourageenergy consumptionunder
the guise of saving energy.

. (b) These perceptionsabout incentivesand willingnessto pay for higher
energy-efficiencyappear somewhatcontradictory. They are relevant to
the quantitativeanalysesdiscussedlater in this report.

(c) See Lee, Englin,and Harkreader (1989)and Englin et al. (1990) for more
details on the analysesdiscussedhere.

(d) Coefficientsmust be multipliedby the mean sales price to derive the
mean hedonic price for each house featL_re.

(e) There were no heat pumps in our sample.
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TABLE 3.6. Tacoma Model Results in First Neighborhood(a)

1986 1985 : _ 1984.... 1983 _ 19_I

MCS sq ft 0,0706 0,0491 0,0465 -0,00857 ......

(2,17) (I,76) (1,22) (-0,25) ......
MCS $/sq ft 5,10 3,73 3,43 ........

Oil Forced 36,44 64.68 -96,96 98,34 9,82 125,12 172,44

Air (0,66) (0 85) (-0,79) (1,39) (0,14) (i,31) (2,19)

Gas Forced 131,05 112 7 86,55 25,44 -20,95 85,88 66,73

Air (2,90) (3 ii) (1,62) (0,60) (-0,48) (i,05) (1,25)
Gas Price, $ 4300 2400 ....... 1300 --

Electric 71,55 80,63 27.82 41,86 90,91 104,65 -14,50

ForcedAir (1,77) (1,87) (0,46) (I,10) (1,69) (1,50) (-0,20)

Observations 126 125 133 159 163 109 109

R-Squared 0,79 0,85 0,73 0,81 0,79 0,82 0,83
Adj R-Squared 0,78 0,83 0,70 O.BO 0,77 0,57 0,81

(a) Note that all coefficientshave been multipliedby I000 for presentationpurposesand t-statistlcs

are shown In parentheses, Gas heat hedonlcpriceBare based on the differencebetweenthe
coefficientsfor gas and electric forced-alrheat,

the 0.15 level). The value of an electric forced-airfurnacewas positive,

relative to baseboardelectric, in all years except 1981. In 1981 and 1985

the value was not statisticallysignificant,and in the remainingyears it was

significantat about the 0.1 level. The values for gas forced-airheating are

generallypositive,although they are not statisticallysignificantat

conventionallevels until the 1985 through 1987 period.

The incrementalvalue of homes built to the MCS was estimatedon a per-

square-footbasis. This specificationwas used for two reasons, First, the

cost of building to the MCS would be expectedto vary with the size of a home

because larger homes would require installingmore insulation,larger areas of

upgraded windows, etc. Second, the incentivepaid under the EAP varied with

floor area (up to certain limits); therefore,it would offset the incremental

cost by an amount related to the area and would offset buyer costs in

proportionto floor area if passed along to buyers. The incrementalMCS value '

per square foot was estimatedin regressionsfor new, electricallyheated

homes sold from June 1984 through 1987. In Table 3.6, the parameterestimate
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is negative and insignificantin 19B4. positivebut not quite significantat

conventionallevels in 1985, and positive and significantin 1986 and 19B7.(a)

Table 3.7 shows similarresults for the second neighborhoodanalyzedin

Tacoma. After examiningdifferentmodel specifications,a linear specifi-

cation of the model was selected for this neighborhoodbecause it performed

the best.

The data were pooled over the period 1984 through 1988. Single-family

homes heated with either forced-air,heat pumps, or baseboardheating systems

using natural gas or electricitywere includedin this model. Heating fuel

and equipmenttype were separatedin this analysisby defining separate
t

variablesfor both characteristics. The effect of the MCS was incorporatedas

before using a square footagefor MCS homes.

TABLE _.7. Tacoma Model Results in Second Neighborhood

Estimated t-
_ar!_b!e _qefficient

Gas dummy, 1984 $3,157.68 2.40
Gas dummy, 1985 $2,676.79 2.10
Gas dummy, 1986 $1,558,71 1.35
Gas dummy, 1987 $2,254.98 2.18
Gas dummy, 198B -$635.11 -0.37
Forced air dummy $1,76B.09 3.12
Heat pump dummy $4,268,25 3,53
MCS sq ft - B5 $3.59 2.77
MCS sq ft - 86 $3.25 3.84
MCS sq ft - 87 $3.75 4.33
MCS sq ft - 88 $5.65 7,77

Number of Observations 1270
R-squared 0.93
CorrectedR-squared 0.93

(a) The ambiguousresults for 1984 are probably attributableto data
uncertainties. We assumed all electricallyheated homes sold after May
1984 were MCS homes; however,many could have been permitted prior to
MCS code implementationand grandfatheredin. This misclassificationof
some 1984 non-MCShomes as MCS homes is probably responsiblefor the
difficulty in isolatingthe effect of MCS on 19B4 home prices.
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The R-squaredfor this model was 0,93. Nearly 1,300 observationswere

includedin this pooled model. In general, the model was well-behavedand the

coefficientswere as expected. The estimatedcoefficientsfor both of the

heatingsystem dummieswere statisticallysignificantand positive. The

coefficientfor gas heatingwas significantin 3 of the 5 years.

Table 3.8 summarizesthe results from these two hedonic analyses in

Tacoma. For the first neighborhoodanalysis,subtractingthe effect of

electricforced-airheat from gas forced-airheat provides an estimate of the

pure fuel hedonic price effect. In the second neighborhoodanalysis,the fuel

hedonicprice is estimateddirectly. In the first analysis,the value of

forced-airheating is estimatedby the hedonicprice of electric forced-air

heating since it is estimatedrelative to electricbaseboard. In the second

analysis,this value is estimateddirectly.

The values for gas heat show that gas heating has been valued higher

than electric heating since the mid-1980s. Both analysessupport this result,

althoughtheir estimatesvary some. Heat pumps were worth an averageof

$4,300 more than baseboardelectric systemsbetween 1984 and IgBB.

The MCS value is surprisinglystable and consistentbetween the two

analyses and over the time period examined. Of the eight estimates, five were

significantat the 0.05 level. They were all within the range of $3.30 to

$5.70 per square foot.

Becausethe role of fuel type and MCS is of primary importanceto

Bonneville,we examine the implicationsof our Tacoma hedonic price results

further. First of all, it was noted earlier that gas heat has been installed

in a growing fraction of new homes in Tacoma since the MCS went into effect.

While our analysesdo not definitivelydeterminehow much of a role the MCS

has played in this shift, the trend in the hedonicprices for naturalgas heat

relative to electric heat suggeststhat electricheat has become less

attractiveeconomicallyto buyers in Tacoma. Figure 3.3 presents information

that summarizestwo trends in Tacoma,based on local fuel prices and our

hedonicprices from the first Tacoma analysis.

The figure shows the ratio of electricityto gas prices (adjustedfor

heatingequipmentefficiency)and the difference in hedonic prices for these
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TABL[ 3,8. Summaryof Resultsfor Two Tacoma Neighborhoods(a)

Year Oil Heat, $ Gas Heat, $ Forced-Air, $ Heat Pump, $ MCS, $/sq ft
,_, , L

I 2 1 2 I 2 ], 2 I 2
, ,

1981 --- N/A --- N/A --- N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1982 1,500 N/A -1,300 N/A 7,400 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1983 --- N/A --- N/A 7,100 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1984 4,300 N/A --- 3_. 3,200 1,80Q N/A .4,300.--- N/A

• 1985 --- N/A --- 2,700 --- !,80Q N/A 4,300 3.4 3_,

1986 --- N/A 2,400 1,600 6,100 1,800 N/A 4___/_30_Q3.7 _!

1987 --- N/A 4,300 _ 5,200 18L._9.p_O0N/A _.__O_Q5.1

1988 N/A N/A N/A --- N/a !,80Q N/A _ N/A

(a) Notes: I) Resu'Its in column I are from the first area analyzed in
Tacoma; column 2 results are from the second area and analysis. 2)
Values for each heating fuel in area I are the difference between the
hedonic price for that fuel and electric, forced-air heat. 3) Values
for' forced-air in area I are based on the coefficients for forced-air,
electric heat. 4) "N/A" indicates that the value was not estimated. 5)
"---" indicates that the estimated value is not reported because one or
more of the required coefficients had a t-statistic of less than 1.0.
6) Underlined values are significant at the 0.05 level or better. 7)
Ali values have been rounded to two significant digits.

two fuels (electricity minus gas). (a) Clearly, the trend in electricity

utility prices has been upward. At the same time, a general decline in the

value of electric heat can be observed. The hedonic prices appear to reflect

the response of buyers to changing fuel prices in their valuation of different

' heating fuels. These trends suggest that the market share for electricity has

declined in Tacoma, in part, as a result of the trend in fuel prices. The

' following discussion provides insights into how the MCShas affected market

shares.

(a) Note that the hedonic price differences are calculated regardless of
whether the values were statistically significant.
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FIGURE 3.3.. Fuel Price Ratio (Electricity/Gas)and Difference
in Hedonic Price (Electricity- Gas), Tacoma

lt is clear from our other resultsthat builders are sensitiveto the

market through buyer preferencesand demands. In anything but the very short

term, buyer demand largelydetermineswhat builders decide to build. To

investigatethe economicsthat face builders,we look at the builders'

financial situation.

Table 3.9 presents the builder's "balance"sheet for the fuel choice. A

builder'who could estimate reasonablywell how much buyers were willing to pay

to have differentheating fuels could calculatewhat the profit margin would

be for either gas- or electricallyheated homes in any particularyear. A

useful example is 1987. The table shows the calculationsfor 1,000- and

1,500-square-foothouses based on the resultsfrom our first analysisof

Tacoma.
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TABLE 3.9. Sample Builder FinancialCalculations(a)

Gas Electric

1987 Calculations 1500 sg.__Cf.t. !000 sq_ft_.
Fuel hedonic price

differential $4,300 0 0

MCShedonic price
differential 0 $7,650 $5, I00

MCSconstruction cost effect 0 -$3,000 -$2,000
i

MCSincentive 0 $1,500 $i,000

• Total net profit $4,300 $6,150 $4,100

1986 CalGq] ation_
Fuel hedonic price

di fferential $2,400 0 0

MCShedonic price
differential 0 $5,550 $3,700

MCSconstruction cost effect 0 -$3,000 -$2,000

MCS incentive 0 $1,500 $I,000

Total net profit $2,400 $4,050 $2,700

(a) The calculations assume MCShomes cost an additional $2 per sq ft to
build and that incentive levels are $I per sq ft. The difference
between electric and gas forced-air system coefficients represents a
pure fuel effect if the mechanical portion of the electric and gas
forced-air systems are equal in cost.

Tileresults indicatethat in 1987, 1,500-square-foothouses were most

profitable if they were built with electric,rather than gas, forced-airheat

. and received the MCS incentive. If the incentivehad been dropped, or passed

throughto the buyer, 1,100 sq ft electricallyheated homes would have been

, about as profitable as gas-heated houses. On the other hand, smaller houses

were somewhat less profitable to build with electric heat. If the MCS

incentive had been dropped, or passed through to the buyer, small electrically

heated houses would have returned about $1,300 less profit than gas-heated

houses. Calculations for 1986 show similar results.
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Because the hedonic price analyses show that buyers have paid

substantialpremiumsfor MCS homes, they suggestthat builders in Tacoma do

n_.t.typicallypass,the MGs In.cen_ivethrouqh to buyers..(a) Even though MCS

homes cost more to build, the economicsto the builder, particularlywith the

incentive,appear attractiveenough that builderswould not shift to building

gas-heatedhomes exclusively. The willingnessof buyers to pay a premium for

MCS homes indicatesthat early MCS home buyers have placed a substantialvalue

on owning such homes.

To fully understandthe market response it is essentialto develop

informationabout MCS supply and demand. Section3.2.5 addressesthe demand

side. A study of the supply side was beyond the scope of this project, but

such a study would be essentialto Bonnevilleto allow an adequate

understandingof the influencethat the MCS has on the housing market.

3.2.4 Loqit Discrete...ChoiceAnalysis

The first set of Tacoma hedonic price estimateswas used, with other

data as describedearlier, in a logit model applied in two ways.(b) The first

was to examine the actual fuel inthe house and relative prices and individual

attitudes. The second was 'toexamine the preferredheating fuel. This

approach allowedcomparingthe factors influencingthe actual fuel and the

preferredfuel

"Table3.10 shows the final results. The regressionspredict choices

reasonablywell and conform to most prior expectationsabout model

specification. The individual'sperceivedcost is always a statistically

significantfactor in fuel choice. The difference in perceivedsafety is also

an importantfactor in both regressions. The number of'bathrooms is important

in the model for actual fuel chosen. Its statisticalsignificanceand

parameterestimate are fairly robust with respectto model specification,and

I

(a) Although Bonnevilledoes not dictatewho receives the program
incentives,it appearsthat in Tacoma the builders have received the
large majority of the incentives(personalcommunicationwith Ms. Barb
Orthund,Tacoma City Light, November 15, 1990). Our analysis suggests
that the builders typicallykeep the incentiveas part of their profit.

(b) See Lee, Englin, and Harkreader (1989) for details of this analysis.
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TABLE 3.10. Logit RegressionResults(a)

DependentVariable: I if gas; 0 if electricity

Independent Actual Preferred
Variable Fuel Fuel

Constant -6.698 -1.363

(-2.041_ (-0.442_,
Low cost difference 0.516 0.900

( 2.327_ ( 3.487_,
Safetydifference 0.946 0.791

, (2.901) (2.824)
Male education -0.271 -0.111

(-1.547) (-0.623)
, Male age 0.04286 0.01986

(1.581) (0.695)
Female age 0.2996 0.272

( 1.467_, (1.253)
Number of bathrooms 1.678 -0.151

(2.562) (-0.248)
Adjusted fuel price -0.0239 0.02008

" (-0.577) (0.456)
Pure hedonic fuel price 52.930 -23.351

(0.804) (-0.555)
Pure hedonic fuel price
squared -0.0786 -80.0336

(-0.968) (-0.133)
Log likelihood -41.B -38.6
Number of observations 92 82
Percentcorrectly predicted 81.52 79.27

(a) The t-statisticsare shown in parenthesesand coefficientswith
an asterisk are significantat the 0.1 level or beyond.
"Adjustedfuel price" takes heatingequipmentefficiency into
account.

it is included,therefore,without strongprior expectationsabout its role in

fuel choice.

The final set of variables in the choice regressionsare price

' variables. The price variablesare specificto the year the house was bought.
Z

These includethe equipment-efficiency-adjustedfuel prices, the hedonicprice

' of the fuel, and the hedonic price squared. The hedonic price squared is

included to captureexpected non-linearityin the effect of the hedonicprice

on the fuel choice.

The adjusted fuel price difference is negative in the actual fuel choice

regressionand positive in the preferredchoice regression. The parameter
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size is about equal. The negative coefficientin the actual choice regression

is the expected one: as gas becomesmore expensiverelative to electricity,

the likelihoodof choosinggas goes down. The difficulty this application

faces is that only four price differences(for the years i984 through 1988)

are represented. The lack of precisionof the paramete_ estimatesand the

apparentlywrong sign of the coefficientin the preferredfuel case are most

likely due to the lack of variationin the data.

The hedonic prices are also entered in the equation. The regressionfor
¥

actual fuel does not conform to expectationsabout the hedonic price effect:

the pure hedonicprice effect is positive,and the squared term is negative.

Neither coefficientis statisticallysignificant. In the regressionfor the

preferredfuel, the hedonicprice resultsdo not agree well with expectations.

Both coefficientsare negative,and both have markedly reduced levels of

significance. Over,II, these v_ria_ do not pe'_formvery weil, and they

also suffer fron_a lack of variation;in the data.

Generally,the coefficientsin the model based on the actual fuel choice

have the anticipatedsigns, and the model performs reasonablyweil. The model

based on stated fuel preferences,however, is less satisfying. One

explanationfor this lies irlthe way in which the data were gathered and

organized. The regressionusing the actual fuel choice related the actual

prices in the year the choice was made to the choice. The preferredfuel

model, however,related ti,osesame prices to current owner preferences. Since

_any of these intervieweesbought their homes 2, 3, or 4 years ago, fuel

prices from those years need not be particularlygood indicatorsof what

people would choose today.(a) An expanded sample,either cross-sectionalor

inter-temporal,would increaseour abilityto discern the effect of fuel

prices on individualchoices.

(a) The best approach,of course, is to relate today's fuel prices to tne
preferred fuels. However since this study examines only Tacoma, there
would be only a single set of prices and estimation is impossible.
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3.2.5 MCS Demand

Table 3.11 shows the MCS inversedemand analysisresults for the

specificationthat best fit the Tacoma data.(a) As noted earlier,

difficultiesin identifyingMCS homes in other locationsprevented us from

analyzingMCS demand elsewhere.(b)

An inversedemand functionwas chosen for this demand analysis (see

Englin et al. 1990). The inversedemand functiontreats the hedonic price ($

per sq ft built to the MCS) as the dependentvariable and the quantity of MCS

(in square feet) and other variablesas the independentvariables. This model

, uses both the hedonic price and the hedonicprice squared.

The inversedemand functiongenerallybehaved as anticipated. In this

specification,the demand equationslopes downward at a diminishingrate. The

demand curve does not conveymuch informationabout the relationshipbetween

hedonic prices and quantity beyond a simple averageof the prices. The

results suggestthat the hedonicprice of MCS is not likely to move much from

the $3.50 to $5.00 per sq ft range, and this findingis consistentwith the

hedonic price analysis in Vancouver.

The demographicvariablesare not statisticallysignificant,probably

becauseof the limitedvariationin zip code-leveldemographicvariable

averages in a single neighborhood. On the other hand, the house variables,

size and fireplace, are statisticallysignificant. The fuel price ratio is

statisticallysignificantand is clearly an importantdeterminantof the

demand for MCS housing. As would be expected,higher prices for electricity

(a) The data also were analyzedwith a specificationexcluding the quadratic
hedonic price term. lt produced results similarto the quadratic

4

specificationresults, but did not fit the data as well and, because of
the lack of a quadraticterm, was unable to captureany marginally
diminishingeffects of price° See Englin et al. (1990) for more

' details.
(b) The MCS specificationused in this analysiswas the same as that for the

naturalgas analysis reportee later except that the squaredelectricity
naturalgasprice ratio term was omitted here. lt was omitted because
it drove the R-squaredof the regressionto 0.98 and caused both price
ratio terms to have t-statisticsover 100. This was likely the result
of there being only 4 independentprice ratio terms; one for 1985, 1986,
1987,and 1988.
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TABLE 3.11. MCS InverseDemandModel Results(a)

QuadraticModel
Estimated

Variable Coefficients

Constant 1.7000
(2.29)

MCS quantity (sq ft) -0,000943
(-2.69)

MCS quantity
squared (sq ft)2 0.0000007

(2.93)
Median age (yr) 0.000943

(0.02)
Average income ($) 0.0000448

(0.91)
% Collegegraduates -0.00557

(-0.0I)
Female labor fG_ce
participationrate (%) 0.0598

(0.23)
House age (yr) -0.000611

(-0.46)
House size (sq ft) -0.000171

(-1.95)
Fireplace 0.108

(1.98)
Electricity-Gas
price ratio ($ per
kWh/$ per therm) 56.4

(17.85)
Labor force
participationrate (%) -0.0767

(-0.36)

Number of
observations 1045

R-squared 0.26
Corrected R-squared 0.25
Standard error of "
the regression 0.784

Mean of dependent
variable 4.02 °

(a) t-statisticsare shown in parentheses.
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relative to naturalgas increasethe amountthat buyers are willing to pay for

MCS homes°

The equation is most easily interpretedas a market demand equation. By

aggregatingacross individuals,the total MCS square footage that will be

purchased in a city can be calculatedusing a given price per square foot for

MCS. The electricity-naturalgas price ratio coefficientcan be used to

examine shifts in MCS demand resultingfrom changes in relativeutility

prices. The resultsindicatethat a 10% increasein the relativeprice of
W

electricitywould increasethe value of electricallyheated MCS homes 25 cents

per sq ft. The change "inthe value of MCS homes and the estimatedchange in

energy and utilitybill savings attributableto the MCS can be combinedto

calculateconsumerdiscount rates. We estimatea consumer discount rate of

between 7% and 9% if electricityprices increase10% faster than gas prices.

3.2.6 New-Home Buyer ConjointAnalysis

The survey for the Pierce County conjointanalysis,besides gathering

informationon buyers' house profile rankings,also collecteddata on key

characteristicsof the respondentsand their homes through a series of

questionson the survey.(a) Table 3.12 shows the characteristicsdata.

Cross-tabulationsof these data were also examined to reveal information

about market segments. Those peoplewho reportedpurchasing semi-customor

custom homes tended to choose the primaryheatingfuel for the home. While

most people purchasedsemi..customhomes, first-timebuyers usuallypurchased a

(a) See Lee et al. (1990) for additionaldetailson the results reported
here.
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TABLE 3.12. Descriptionof the Pierce County Respondentsand Their Homes

Respondents'Characterist!cs Sample %

Sex Male 67
Female 33

Age Under 25 5
15 - 34 29
35 - 44 36
45 - 54 15
55 - 64 14
65 and over 2 ,

Home's primary Selectedhome's fuel 47
heating fuel Selectedhome with
selection preferredfuel 19

Someoneelse made
the fuel choice 34

Number of homes I 38
owned 2 22

3 - 4 24
5 or more 16

Primary heating Electricity 62
fuel Naturalgas 30

Wood 8
Other 0

Secondaryheating Electricity 11
fuel Naturalgas 0

Wood 46
Other 0
Do not have one 42

Type of home Custom-built 36
Semi-custom 34
Tract 30

Purchase price of Under $60,000 12
home $60,000- $79,999 28 .

$80,000 - $99,999 28
$100,000- $119,999 9
$120,000- $139,999 4 ,
$140,000- $159,999 5
$160,000- $179,999 3
$180,000- $199,999 3
$200,000 and over 8
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tract or a semi-customhome, whereas other buyers tended to purchase semi-

custom or custom homes. Accordingly,first-timehomeownerswere currently

living in less expensivehomes and tended to be younger, usuallyless than 35

years old. These data showed that 36% of the Pierce County homes were custom-

built homes.

Respondentswho did not decide on the type of primaryheating fuel for

their home more often than not owned an electricallyheated home. In Pierce

, County, homeownerswho did not choose their fuel tended to be first-time

homeowners. First-timehome buyers predominantlybought electricallyheated

• homes, whereas other buyers predominantlybought non-electricallyheated new

homes.(a)

Fifty-eightpercent of the respondentsin Pierce County had a secondary

heating fuel. The secondaryheatingfuel was usually wood.

The house profile rankings co'llectedthroughthis survey were the basis

for a conjointanalysisof the house purchasedecision. The primary output

from a conjointanalysis is a set of values indicatingthe utility that

respondentsattach to each level of the factors considered. These utility

values are estimatedfor each respondent,and the group utilityvalues are the

average of the individualutility values. The group utilityvalues are used

to estimate the total value respondentswould place on a hypotheticalhome

purchase situation. The total utilityvalue is the sum of the utilityvalues

for the factor levels in the situation.

The relative importanceof each factor in the purchase decisionwas

calculated from the conjoint analysisdata; Table 3.13 indicatesthe

estimatedrelative importanceof each factor included in the Pierce County

conjoint analysis. The relative importanceof the factors takes into account

only those factorsthat were included in the design. Factorssuch as location

and financing,which might be more importantto the home buyer than some of

the factorsconsideredhere, were not includedin the analysis.

(a) In Pierce County,68% of first-timebuyers purchasedelectricallyheated
homes, whereas only 40% of buyers purchasingtheir secondor subsequent
home bought homes heated with electricity.
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TABLE 3_L_. Relative Importance of Factors, Pierce County

_F_B_C__Qr..E_____ _Relat i veImDortance,

Primary heating fuel 34.8

House size 32.g

House type 15.9

Cash rebate 6.7

Energy-effi ci ency
of home 3.6

Levels in home 3.1 "

Presence of a utility
rate discount 3.0

The most importantfactor in PierceCounty is the primary heating fuel;

it is slightlymore importantthan house size. lt appears that the high

importancecalculatedfor the primaryfuel type resultsmostly from the

inclusionof wood heating as an option becauseparticipantswho dislike wood

heat have relativelystrong negative reactionsto wood heat. If only

electricityand gas were included in the analysis, it is likely that the

importanceof fuel type would have been considerablyless.

In order of importance,the rest of the factors are house type, cash

rebate,energy-efficiency,levels in home, and utility rate discount. Factors

that representaestheticqualitiesor floor plan features (housetype, size,

and number of levels)account for over 50% of the total range in utility

values and are much more importantthan tilepurchase incentivesor the level

of energy-efficiencyof the home.

Table 3.14 contains the group utilityvalues for each factor level.

Within each factor,the most preferredlevels have the highest positive
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TABLE 3_),4. Pierce County UtilityValues for the Factor Levels

Factor Factor Level
Factor ........ l.eve]s _ LL!E!]_tt__y._V._a].g_

House type Tract -1,49
Custom O.66
Semi-custom 0,83

Levels in home Single-level 0,23
Multi-level -0,23

l

House size 1,100 sq ft 19,47
1,500 sq ft 22.83

• 1,900 sq ft 24.21
2,300 sq ft 23.60

vector 2.47
quad. -0.06

Primaryheating Wood -3.20
fuel Electricity 1.32

Naturalgas 1.89

Cash rebate None 0.00
$400 0.32
$800 0.63
$1,250 0.99

vector 0.08

Presenceof a utility No rate discount -0.22
rate discount $15/month 0.22

Energy-efficiency Average efficiency -0.26
of home Highefficiency 0.26
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Utility values. (a) A negative utility does not mean that the respondents

place no value on the particular level; it just means that the respondents

value that level less than other levels. For the factors that have quantities

associated with them (such as house size or the level of a cash rebate), the

utility values are a function of a vector (linear) coefficient and possibly a

quadratic term. In this analysis the relationship between the size of a home

and the utility value for the size is curvilinear: homeowners tend to value

larger homes more up to a certain floor area, then their utility value
i

declines with larger floor area,

The utility value results are an overall average for the ,lew-home buyers

in the county and they do not necessarily describe the utility values of

segments of the new-home buyer population. Because targeting programs to

specific subgroups is often cost-effective, we compared the conjoint analysis

results with the demographics of specific subgroups of respondents.

Pierce County respondents have a higher utility value for the type of

home they currently own. For example, although tract homes have the "lowest

utility values across all the respondents, tract-home owners have higher

utility values for tract homes than either custom- or semi-custom-home owners.

The respondents' utility values for the number of levels in a home

indicate that first-time homeowners tend to want multi-level homes, whereas

homeowners over 55 and previous homeowners prefer single-level homes. We

believe this finding is reasonable because older people are likely to prefer

not to negotiate stairs, and older people usually have owned more homes.

(a) For testing the reliabilityof our results, 2 of the 18 profilesthe
respondeDtswere asked to rank were hold-outcards. The group utility
values were estimated using only the other 16 profiles. These group
utility values were then used to predict the ranking of the 2 hold-out
cards. Two measures of the reliability of the conjoint results were
calculated: the hold-out card correlation and the absolute difference
between the predicted ranks and the actual ranks of the hold-out cards.
There was a high correlation (0.86) between the predicted and actual
ranks of the hold-out cards. The absolute difference between ranks
indicated that the group utility values were able to predict the actual
ranks of the hold-out cards within approximately plus or minus two and
half ranks. By this measure, the conjoint analysis results were able to
predict on the average which quartile the hold-out cards would fall in.
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Similarto the results for home type, the respondentshave higher

utilityvalues for the heatingfuel they presentlyuse. Respondentsover 55

years old have higher utilityvalues for electricitythan those under 55 years

old. A cash rebate incentiveis better acceptedamong tract-homeowners and

homeownersunder 35 years old. Pierce County homeownersover 55 have a lower

utility value (15.21)for a 1,500 square foot home than those between 35 and

54 (21,33)and those under 35 (29,58);thus older homeownersappear less

likely to prefer larger homes,
4

The above discussionindicatesthat specificgroups of homeownersvalue

certain characteristicsof a home more than other groups of homeowners. We

' addressedthis by segmentinghomeownersinto groups with similarutility

values.(a) The segmentationappro,_chand result_ for Pierce County and the

other thre(Jcounties studiedare discussedin detail in Lee et al. (1990).

Such informationcould be useful for targetingprograms.

A strengthof conjoint analysisis the abilityto use the utility values

to simulate the respondents'choice behavior 'inhypotheticalsituations. The

simulationsshed some light on importantprogrammaticand planningquestions

by using the individuals'utilitiesfor the factor levels calculatedin the

conjoint analysis. Given a specificsituation,the utility values for the

levels of the factors in the situationare summed to produce a total utility

value for that situation.(b)

We simulatedthe decision to purchasean electricallyheated house or'

one heated with natural gas by startingwith six typical houses, These six

were variouscombinations,of house type (customor tract) and floor area

(a) The method used was a K-meansclusteranalysis of the respondents'
, utility values. This clusteringtechniquesplits the sample into a

specifiednumber of groups such that the between-groupsvariation in the
group means is as large as possiblerelative to within.-groupvariation

, of the utilityvalues.
(b) We examinedtwo models to estimatehow many respondentswouldchoose

which home in the simulations: the first-choicemodel and the Bradley,
Terry, and Luce (BTL) model (Bretton-Clarke1987). The first-choice
model, which simply selects as the respondent'schoice the alternative
with the highest utilityvalue, matched the actual market shares data
best and we used it for each of the four counties studiedand report its
resultshere.
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(1,100, 1,900, or 2,300 square feet). The houses were assumed to be multi-

level. Simulations were then used to estimate market shares for each basic

house type under six hypothetical situations, Ali six house types were

included in each simulation, but the primary heating fuel, the purchase

incentives, and the level of energy-efficiency were varied. The effect on

fuel choice was determined by adding up the shares of homes with electrical

heat and the shares with gas heat.

The base simulation includes electrically heated homes with the same
i

level of energy-efficiency as the alternative gas-heated homes and with no

purchase incentives. This basically models the situation in the absence of

the MCSfor electrically heated homes and without any incentives associated

with energy-efficiency. In the second simulation, the electrically heated

homes are energy-efficient homes with no purchase incentives. For our

purposes, the efficiency level of the energy-efficient homes is assumed to be

comparable to MCS. Each simulation thereafter adds alternative purchase

incentives for the energy-efficient (MCS), electrically heated homes. Table

3.15 displays the simulation results for Pierce County.

Under the base case, i.e., equal energy-efficiencies and no purchase

incentives, the simulation indicates a larger market share for natural gas

heating than electric heating. WhenMCS is introduced for electrically heated

homes, without any incentives, the estimated market share for electricity

_es by about two percentage points. This suggests that buyers attach a

value to energy-efficiency even without incentives to defray the added first-

TABLE 3.15. Percentageof RespondentsPredicted to Choose Home with a
ParticularPrimaryHeating Fuel, Pierce County

Case
MCS, _MCS, Cash RebBte

Rat_a)eBas_____eMCS Discount $400 _

Electric home 44% 46% 50% 53% 58% 61% ,

Natural gas home 56% 54% 50% 48% 42% 39%

(a) $15/_nth
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cost. The remaining columns show the effects of different types of incentives

tied to MCS, electrically heated homes.

The utility rate discount ($15/month) causes the share of electrically

heated, MCShomes to increase to 50%. The last three columns show the effect

of cash rebates on market shares, The lowest rebate level, $400, produces a

penetration effect slightly larger than the utility rate discount, increasing

the share of electrically heated houses to 53%. The highest rebate, $1,250,

, increases the market share to about 61%. The effect of the rebate tends to

decline as the rebate amount increases, but larger rebates have a significant

• effect on the shares of electrically heated homes.

There was no systematic way to test the results of the market

simulations; however, we were able to compare our estimates to actual market

data in Tacoma. In 1987, the share of new homes in Tacoma heated with

electricity was around 55% [Lee, Englin, and Harkreader (1989, p. 1.5)]. Our

estimate based on the highest incentive level was 61%, which was quite close

to the observed share. (a) If we assumed that builders did not pass the

incentives along to buyers as the hedonic price analysis suggested, then this

simulation estimated that 46% of new homes would be electrically heated, This

estimate was less than the actual market shares. These two simulation-based

estimates bracketed the actual value, Our estimates were in the same range as

the reported shares, and this supported the validity of the simulation model

used here. More tests of the abilityof our resu11:sto fit empiricaldata

would be requiredto establishthe level of confidencethat could be

attributedto predictionsfrom the market shares analysis. While these

resultsdid not resolvethe issue of what the shares would have been without

incentives,they suggestedthat incentivesreceivedby buyers could contribute

, about another 10% to the market share of electricallyheated homes.

(a) The $1,250 incentive is comparable to the amount paid to builders in
Tacoma under the MCSprograms. The reader should note that in our
analysis the incentives were assumed to be directed at the buyer,
whereas the MCSprograms typically give the incentives to builders and,
as noted earlier, predominantly went to the builders in Tacoma.
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3.3 ANALYT]{CRESULTSFORSPOKANECOUNTY,WASHINGTON

The second most fully analyzed area in our study was Spokane County,

where we conducted a hedonic price analysis, buyer focus groups, and buyer

conjoint analysis.

3,3,1 Hedonic price Ana!.y_s__i_

The results of the hedonic price regression analysis for a selected

Spokane area are summarized in 'Table 3,16. (a) The equation had an R-squared

of O.73.

The dummy variablesfor heatingequipmenttypes and two of four gas fuel

variableswere statisticallysignificant. The heatingequipmentvariables

have crediblecoefficients. The estimatedimpact of forced-air heatingon the

value of a home, as compared to electricbaseboard, is about $4,000. Electric

wall heaters, however,make the averagehome about $2,300 less valuable than a

home with baseboardheat. The coefficientsof the fuel type variables are

statistically significant in 1986 and irl 1988, (b) In both these years the

value for gas heat is negative.

TABLE 3.1_. SpokaneArea Model Results
(Dependentvariable: Sale price)

Independent Estimated t-
Variable Coeff!cient

Forced air $4073 4,34
Wall furnace -$2311 -3,23

Gas dummy, 1986 -$5327 -2.89
Gas dummy, 1987 $1486 0.85
Gas dummy, 1988 -$3458 -2.06
Gas dummy, 1989 $ 580 0.12

t

Number of Observations 2897
R-squared 0.74
CorrectedR-squared 0.73

(a) Englin et al. (1990) presertmore informationon this analysis.
(b) "Gas dummy" indicatesthe hedonic price for gas heating compared to

electric heating.
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When we attemptedto includethe effect of MCS in our analysis,we

discoveredthat no MCS homes built under the EAP or SGC were in our sample.

lt appeared that the actual populationof MCS homes in Spokanewas quite small

at the time we conductedour analysisand that the assessor'sdatabase

availableto us includedno MCS homes becauseof the lag-time involved in

getting the data into the database. Consequently,we were unable to estimate

the value of MCS in Spokane.

3.3.2 New-llomeBuye_rFocus Groups
i

The buyer focus group resultsfor the Spokanearea agree quiteclosely

• with those from Tacoma.(a) The differencesare pointedout here.

Spokanehomeownerstended to have more familiaritywith wood heat than

homeowners in Tacoma• Over half the focus group participantshad used wood

heat at one time or another. In addition,most of the participantswho had

electricityas their primaryheating fuel actua'ilypreferredwood.

The other way Spokane homeownersdiffered from their counterpartsin

Tacoma was less familiaritywith SGC homes. Only a few of the participants

knew anythingabout Bonneville'sSGC program.

3.3.3 New-Home BuYer ConjointAnalysis

The conjoint analysis of new-homebuyers in Spokane producedresults

quite similarto those for Tacoma.(b) Table 3.17 summarizesthe

characteristicsof the participantsin Spokane and their homes. An

examinationof this table and Table 3.12, as well as the cross-tabulationsoi"

the data, shows only a few differencesbetween the "Facomaand Spokane samples.

In Spokane,over half the participantsindicatedthey lived in custom-

built homes, whereas only 36% of the PierceCounty participantsdid.(c) In

, SpokaneCounty, a larger percentageof people reporteddeciding on their

(a) See Lee et al. (1990) for more informationon this analysis.
(b) Lee et al. (1990)presentmore informationon this analysis.
(c) We suspectedthat the large share of respondentsreportingcustom-built

homes in Spokane might have been due to differencesin the response
rates f_r householdswhere we did and did not have occupant names. As
discussedin Section 2.3, however,there was no difference in the
response rates between these two groups in Spokane.
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TABLE 3.17. Descriptionof the SpokaneCounty Respondentsand Their Homes

Respondents'Characteristics SamDle_

Sex Male 62
Female 38

Age Under 25 4
15 - 34 30
35 - 44 42
45 - 54 |5
55 - 64 6
65 and over 3 .

Home's primary Selectedhome's fuel 62
heatingfue'l Selectedhome with
selection preferredfuel 14

Someoneelse made
the fuel choice 24

Number of homes I 16
owned 2 30

3 - 4 36
5 or more 17

Primaryheating Electricity 42
fuel Naturalgas 44

Wood 12
Fuel Oil I
Propane I

Secondaryheating Electricity 14
fuel Naturalgas 2

Wood 38
Fuel Oil I
Propane I
Kerosene I
Do not have one 44

Type of home Custom-built 54
Semi-custom 37
Tract g

Purchaseprice of Under $60,000 7
home $60,000 - $79,999 27

$80,000 - $gg,ggg 26 "
$100,000 - $119,99g 10
$120,000 - $139,999 13
$140,000 - $159,999 6
$160,000 - $179,999 2
$180,000 - $199,999 4
$200,000 and over 5
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primaryheatingfuel, regardlessof the number of homes they had purchasedor

their age. Also, Spokane County respondentswith more expensivehomes had a

slight tendencyto have non-electricprimary heatingfuels. A few respondents

in SpokaneCounty used naturalor propanegas, fuel oil, or kerosene as a

secondaryheating fuel.

Table 3.18 presents the importancelevels as determinedfrom the Spokane

conjointanalysis. These results are essentiallythe same as those for

Tacoma.

Table 3.]9 presents the utilityvalues for the differentfactor levels

, includedin the Spokane conjointanalysis.(a) Again, these results agree

quite well with those for Tacoma. The only notabledifference is a reversal

in the utilitiesfor multi-leveland single-levelhomes.

A market shares simulationwas also conductedin Spokane. The results

are shown in Table 3.20. The estimatedbase market share (no MCS, no

incentives)for electric heat was only 23%. Introductionof MCS for

electricallyheated homes increasedthis share substantially,to 37%. The

additionof incentives,however,appearedto have a relativelysmall effect.

While higher cash rebates increasedthe market share, their effect diminished

TABLE 3.18. Relative Importanceof Factors,Spokane County

Factors Relative Importance,%

Primaryheatingfuel 33.2

House size 32.9

House type 18.2

Cash rebate 6.6

Energy-efficiency
' of home 4._

Levels in home 2.4

' Presence of a utility
rate discount 1.7

(a) The correlationcoefficientfor the conjoint analysishold-out card
resultswas 0.84, indicatingthat the results predictedthe respondents'
choice very weil.
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TABLE 3.!9. Spokane County Utility Values for the Factor Levels

Factor Factor Level
Factor Levels Utility Values

House type Tract -I .69
Custom o.g9
Semi-custom 0.71

Levels in home Single-level -0.18
Multi-level 0.18

House size ],I00 sq ft 1g.57
I,500 sq ft 22.96
1,900 sq ft 24.38
2,300 sq ft 23.81 ,

vector 2.46
quad. -0.06

Primaryheating Wood -2.68
fuel Electricity 0.45

Naturalgas 2.23

Cash rebate None 0.00
$600 0.31
$1,250 0.65
$I, 900 O.gg

vector 0.05

Presence of a utility No rate discount -0.13
rate discount $20/month 0.13

Energy-efficiency Average efficiency -0.36
of home High efficiency 0.36

TABLE3.20. Percentage of Respondents Predicted to Choose Home With a
Particular Primary Heating Fuel, Spokane County

Case
MCS, Rate, MCS_:__Cash Rebate

Bas_____eeMC_.__SSDi scount t a) _ _
I

Electric home 23% 37% 41% 40% 44% 47%

Natural gas home 77% 63% 59% 60% 56% 53%

(a) $20/month
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as the rebate levels increased. The rate discount had an effect on estimated

market shares that was equivalentto about an $800 cash rebate. The incentive

levels simulatedare slightlyhigher than those for 'Tacomato account for the

climate and MCS program differencesbetween the two areas.

There was no independentsource of data availableto validate our

simulationresults. We were able, however,to compare the simulationresults

with our demographicdata for the conjoint survey respondents, That survey

indicatedthat 42% of new homes in SpokaneCounty had electric heat. The City

of Spokaneadopted the MCS as code in December 1987, and outside the city two
J

of the utilitieshave joined the SGC programat differenttimes since 1986.

Consequently,there is no simple simulationcase that correspondsdirectlyto

the situation in SpokaneCounty. For comparisonpurposes,we used a case with

a $1,900 incentiveprovided for MCS homes, recognizingthat this would be

likely to overstatethe effect on the electric heat market share. The

estimatedmarket share for this case was 47%, slightly larger than the value

for our sample. Under the condition that the incentivewas not passed along

to buyers,our estimatedmarket share was 37%, slightlyunder the value

observed in our sample. This comparisondemonstratedthat the simulation

produced reasonablyaccuratemarket share estimates.

3.4 A__NALYTICRESULTS FOR KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

Our King County analyseswere limited to a hedonicprice analysisand

conjoint analysis. No focus groups were conductedin King County.

3.4.1 Hedonic Price Analysis

The hedonic price analysiswas conducted in Kirkland,a community in

. King County outsideof Seattle.(a) lt was restrictedto using the hedonic

price techniqueto determinethe effect of fuel type on sales price. No data

. for MCS or SGC program homes were availableto allow estimation of the value

of MCS.

The Kirkland hedonicprice regressionwas specifiedin log-linearform,

using pooled data. The dependent variablewas the log of the sales price of

(a) Englin et al. (1990) presenta detaileddescriptionof this analysis.
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the house, and the explanatoryvariablesconsistedof a constant,a set of

annual interceptterms, a set of house characteristicsterms, a set of annual

fuel dummy variables,and a set of heating systemdummy variables.

The Kirkland sample consistedof 5 years of county assessor data, 1984

through 1988. Table 3.21presents a summaryof the regressionresults for the

Kirklandmodel. The model had an adjusted R-squaredof 0.77, indicatinga

reasonablygood fit.

All of the gas heat dummy variablecoefficientswere negative and the

coefficientsfor 1987 and 1988 were statisticallysignificant. The dollar

contributionto sales price of gas heat over electric,all other factorsheld ¢

constant, is also shown for each year. In the 2 years for which statistically

signific_ntestimateswere obtained,the values of the gas heat coefficient

were virtually identical. Neither of the heatingequipmentvariable

coefficientswas statisticallysignificantin this model. Despite their lack

of statisticalsignificance,both estimateshad the expected sign and

reasonablemagnitudes.

TABLE 3.21. KirklandModel Results(a)

Estimated t- Estimated
Variable Coefficient. S_tatistic Pri______ce_e__

Gas dummy, 1984 -0.0029 -1.13 -$3,000
Gas dummy, 1985 -0.0023 -0.06 -$ 242
Gas dummy, 1986 -0.0492 -I.59 -$5,100
Gas dummy, 1987 -0.0610 -2.12 -6_.
Gas dummy, 1988 -0.0591 -2.14

Forced air 0.0466 1.56 $4,500
Floor o.rwall furnace -0.0164 -0.48 -$1,700

Number of observations 451
R-squared 0.79
Corrected R-squared 0.77

(a) Values significant at the 0.05 level are underlined.
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3.4.2 New-HomeBuyer Conjoint Analysis

The conjoint analysis in King County used a survey of new-home buyers

throughoutKing County;therefore, it includedKirkland as well as other areas

in the random sample.(a)

Table 3.22 summarizesthe characteristicsof the survey respondentsin

King County and their homes. Comparedwith Pierce County, far fewer new King

County houses had electric heat and more were consideredto be semi-custom.

Otherwise,the characteristicsagreed fairly closelywith those for Pierce

County.
I

Table 3.23 presents the importancelevels of the factorsas determined

from the conjointdata for King County. The major differencewith the other
i

counties was the large importanceof fuel type in King County. The utility

values (see Table 3.24) suggestedthat this was due to a strong negative

reactionto wood heat.

Table 3_24 presents the utilityvalues for the different factor

levels.(b) These resultsare fairly similarto those for the counties

discussedpreviously.

Table 3.25 shows the results of the market shares analysisfor King

County. The estimatedbase case market share (no MCS, no incentives)for

electric heat was only 13%, the lowest of all the counties studied.

Introductionof MCS for electricallyheated homes increasedthis share to 24%,

a substantialincreasebut still a small share. The introductionof

•incentiveshad an additional,but smallereffect While higher cash rebates

increasedthe market share, their effect diminished as the rebate levels

increased. The $15/monthrate discounthad an effect on estimatedmarket

• shares that was equivalentto about an $800 cash rebate.

(a) See Lee et al. (1990) for more detailsof this analysis.
(b) The correlationcoefficientfor the hold-out cards was 0.87, indicating

that the conjoint analysisperformedvery well in predictingthe
respondents'choices.
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_. Descriptionof the King County Respondentsand Their Homes

Respondents'Characterlstics _Samp!_%

Sex Male 60
Female 40

Age Under 35 34
35- 54 57
55 and over 9

Home's primary Selectedhome's fuel 29
heating fuel Selectedhome with
selection preferredfuel 30

Someoneelse made
the fuel choice 41 '

Number of homes i 28
owned 2 27

3 - 4 30
5 or more 15

Primaryheating Electricity 21
fuel Naturalgas 75

Wood 3
Other 2

Secondaryheating Electricity 7
fuel Naturalgas 2

Wood 46
Other 3
Do not have one 44

Type of home Custom-built 21
Semi-custom 55
Tract 24

Purchaseprice of Under $100,000 37
home $100,000 - $229,999 54

$230,000and over 26
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_. Relative Importanceof Factors,King County

F_cto_s Relative !mporc.t.__J]__#____

Primaryheatingfuel 48.6

House size 31.9

House type 5.8

Cash rebate 6.1

' Energy-efficiency
of home 1.7

Levels in home 0.7

Presenceof a utility
rate discount 5.1

As with most of the counties,we had no independentsource of data with

which to compareour simulationresults. We were able, however, to compare

the simulationresultswith our demographicdata for the conjoint survey

respondents. That survey indicatedthat 21% of new homes in King County had

electric heat. Seattlehad no residentialMCS program in effect and, because

of its size, dominatedthe county statistics. For this reason,we used our

simulationestimate of a 13% electric-heatmarket share for comparison. The

simulationestimateagreed fairly well with the surveydata in magnitude,but

the percentagedifferencewas quite large. The fact that some parts of King

County did have MCS programsduring this period,which would increaseour

simulation-basedmarket share estimate,could account for much of the

difference betweenthe two values.

. 3.5 NA6.__LY_T_!_CRESULTS FOR CLARK COUNTY,WASHINGTO__..___BN

Our Clark County analyseswere limitedto a hedonic price analysisand

• conjoint analysis. No focus groups were conductedin Clark County.
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TABLE 3,24. King County Utility Values for the Factor Levels

Factor Factor Level
Factor -_ Leyels Utility Values

House type Tract -0.62
Custom 0.31
Semi-custom 0.31

Levels in home Single-level 0,06
Multi-level -0,06

P

House size 1,100 sq ft 14.70
1,500 sq ft 17.70 =
1,900 sq ft 19.46 '
2,300 sq ft 19.96

vector 1.77
quad. -0.04

Primary heating Wood -4.18
fuel Electricity 0.58

Naturalgas 3.60

Cash rebate None 0.00
$400 0.32
$800 0.63
$1,250 0.99

vector 0.08

Presence of a utility No rate discount -0.40 ,
rate discount $15/month 0.40

Energy-efficiency Average efficiency -0.14
of home, High efficiency 0.14

_ABL_ 3.25. Percentageof RespondentsPredictedto Choose Home With a
ParticularPrimaryHeating Fuel, King County

Case
MCS, Rate MCS, Cash Rebate

B_s_.eeMC___SSDi_____Ecoun__..___t(a) _40_._0.0_80___QO-$I,250

Electric home 13% 24% 31% 25% 30% 33%

Natural gas home 87% 76% 69% 75% 70% 67%

(a) $_nth



3,5,1 Hedonic Price A_a..!y_EI__

Our hedonicprice analysis for Clark County was conductedfor an area

primarilywithin Vancouver,_shington. (a) Unlike the situationfor

Kirkland,therewere some MCS homes in our database so we were able to estimate

the effect of MCS on sales price, Table 3,26 shows the resultsfrom our log-

linear,pooled model for Vancouver, The model fits the data reasonab'lywell

with an R-squaredof 0,77, This regressionis estimatedover 3,862 housing

sales,
v

Three of four gas heat dummy variablesare significantat the 0,01

, level. Evaluated at the average house price the coefficients imply that a

gas-heated house commandeda premium of $18,300 in 1985. Premiums in the next

3 years dropped to more credible levels: $7,800 in 1986, $3,400 in 1987, and

$6,850 in 1988. The coefficients are consistent with gas being the higher

valued home heating fuel.

TAB_LE3,26. VancouverModel Results(a)

Estimated t- Estimated
Variable Coefficient S_t.__t_ Price

Gas dummy, 1985 0.271 6.28 $18,300
Gas dummy, 1986 0.115 2.52 $ 7,800,
Gas dummy, 1987 ' 0.051 1.23 $ 3,400,
Gas dummy, 1988 0.101 3.27 $ 6,850

Forced air 0.0710 5.90 $ 4,800,
Wall heater -0.0252 -3.07 -$ 1,700,
Heat pump 0.218 31.80 $14,800

MCSfloor area 1987 0.0000497 0.95 $3.36/sq ft
MCS floor area 1988 0.0000271 0.82 $I,83/sq ft

' Number of observations 3862
R-squared 0.78
CorrectedR-squared 0.78

&

(a) V-aiuessignificantat the 0.05 level are maYked with an asterisk.

(a) See Englin et al. (1990) for the details of this analysis,
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Heating equipment variables also perform weil; each is significant at

the 0,01 level on higher. The forced.air and wall-heater terms are both

reasonable. Forced-air heating increases the value of the average home $4,800

over electric baseboard. Wall heaters decrease the value from electric

baseboard by $1,700. The increase attributable to heat pumps is $14,800, and

this seems fairly high, The heat pump variable is likely to be proxying

attributes of the house in addition to the heat pump. This seems especially

likely given the very high t-statistic (31,7) associated with heat pumps.

The final set of variables of special interest in this study are the

Bonneville MCSprogram variables, "MCS floor area 1987" is the variable for

the number of square feet in each MCShome sold in 1987, and "MCS floor area

1988" is the corresponding variable for 1988. Neither of these variables is

significant at conventional levels. Keeping the lack of significance in mind,

it is still possible to evaluate the estimates at tile mean housing price. The

1987 value of MCSis $3.36 per square foot. The value in 1988 is $1.83 per

square foot. These estimates appear to be on a par with the Tacoma estimates

presented earlier.

3.5.2 Ne____ww-HomeBuyerConjoint_

The conjoint analysis in Clark County used a survey of new-home buyers

throughout the county. (a) The sample included households in Vancouver as well
|

as other areas in the county.

Table 3.27 summarizes the characteristics of the Clark County survey

respondents and their homes. The demographics were very similar to those for

Pierce County shown in Table 3.12. The only significant difference was the

larger share of respondents who were 55 or older; this appeared linked to the

larger proportion who indicated that they had owned three or more homes.

Table 3.28 presents the importance levels of the factors as determined

from the conjoint data for Clark County. As in all the counties, fuel type

was the most important single factor. The ranking and importance of the other

factors agreed fairly closely with Pierce County results.

(a) See Lee et al. (1990)for details of the conjoint analysis.
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_Z. Descriptionof the Clark County Respondentsand Their Homes

B_espondent.s! Characterlstic_

Sex Male 54
Female 46

Age Under 35 30
35 - 54 49
55 and over 22

Home's primary Selected home'_ fuel 40
heating fuel Sellected home with
selection preferredfuel 21

' Someoneel se made
'thefuel choice 39

Number of homes I 19
owned 2 23

3 - 4 35
5 or more 23

Primaryheating Electricity 63
fuel Natural gas 36

Wood I
Other 0

Secondaryheating Electricity B
fuel Natural gas 5

Wood 37
Other 4
Do not have one 47

Type of home Custom-built 32
Semi-custom 48
Tract 20

Purchase price of Under $100,000 55
home $I00,000- $159,999 39

$160,000 and over 6
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I_LB.J:___, Relative Importanceof Factors,Clark County

Factors ____L_r3_a!Lr_e=_._

Primary heatingfuel 3B.7

House size 29.3

House type 12.3

Cash rebate 5,B

Energy-elficiency
of home 2.5

Levels in home 6.5 '

Presenceof a utility
rate discount 4.g

Table 3.29 presents the utility values for the differentfactor

levels.(a) These results fell into the range of the results for the other

counties discussed previously.

Table 3.30 shows the resultsof the market shares analysis for Clark

County. The estimatedbase case market share (no MCS, no incentives)for

electric heat was about 39%, comparableto Pierce County. Introductionof MCS

for electricallyheated homes increasedthis share to about 44%, again quite

similarto Pierce County. The additionof incentivesproduced less of'an

effect than in the Pierce County simulations. Like the other counties, higher

cash rebates increasedthe market share, but unlike the other counties, their

effect did not diminish as the rebate levels increased. The $15/monthrate

discount had an effect on estimatedmarket shares comparableto the effect oi_

the $1,250 cash rebate.

To validate our simulationresults,we compared them with our

demographicdata for the conjoint survey respondents. That survey indicated

that 63% of new homes in Clark County had electric heat. The Clark County

(a) The correlationcoefficientfor the hold-out cards was 0.82, indicating
that the conjoint analysis performed very well in predicting the
respondents'choices.
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TABLE 3.29. Clark County UtilityValues for the Factor Levels

Factor Factor Level
Factor Levels Utility Values

House type Tract -1,22
Custom 0.59
Semi-custom 0.63

Levels in home Single-level 0.49
Multi-level -0.49

' Fir'sesize 1,100 sq ft 15.19
1,500 sq ft 18.08
1,900 sq ft 19.55

' 2,300 sq ft 19.61

vector I.86
quad. _0.04

Primary heating Wood -3.71
fuel Electricity I.62

Naturalgas 2.10

Cash rebate None 0.00
$400 0.28
$8OO 0.56
$1,250 0.88

vector 0.07

Presenceof a utility No rate discount -0.37
rate discount $15/month 0.37

Energy-efficiency Averageefficiency -0.18
of home High efficiency 0.18

TABLE 3.30_ Percentageof RespondentsPredictedto Choose Home With a
ParticularPrimaryHeating Fuel, Clark County

' Cas__
MCS, Rate MCS, Cash Rebate

Bas____eMC__.SS_.Discount(a) _4.0__0.0_ $!,250

Electrichome 39% 44% 56% 48% 50% 57%

Natural gas home 61% 56% 44% 52% 50,_, 43%

, (a) $15/month

J
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PubJic UtilityDistrict began its SGC programin 1986, and since then has made

incentivepaymentsof $1,000 to builders or buyers of certified SGC homes.

The incentivepayments have been paid predominantlyto builders.(a) T_re -

fore, we used the simulationresults shown in Table 3.30 based on no _.a_,h_

rebate for comparisonpurposes. The simulationresults predictedthat about

44% of new homes would have electricheat. This was nearly one-thirdless

than the market share estimate of 63% from our survey data, indicatingthat

the simulationunderestimatedthe share of electricallyheated homes. [his

may have been due, in part, to the fact that the incentiveswent to about 20% '
E

of the buyers, rather than the builders,in the early years of the program.

lt also may reflectthe effectivenessof the utility'smarketingefforts under

the SGC program.

3.6 FUELDEMAND ANALYSL_

We combine the hedonic price estimatesand other data from the four

metropolitanareas studied to estimate the demand curve for naturalgas

heating.(b) These data include both new and existing homes sold in the

differentyears and locationsstudied. Our specificationrelatesthe quantity

of gas-heatedhouses demandedto the naturalgas hedonicfuel prices. The

naturalgas demand regressionincludesthe hedonicprice and the hedonic price

squared and is reported in Table 3.31.

The model is based upon a discretechoice, naturalgas or electricity,

but is modelled in a continuousframework. As a result, the quantitymeasure

is most easily interpretedwhen treated as a market demand curve. This is

done by aggregatingthe quantity of gas heatingdemanded by each person in the

market to find the market share of gas heating at a given price. The results

generally fall into reasonableranges. All variablesare significantat

beyond the 0.0_ level. '

Most importantly,the hedonicnatural gas price and price-squared ,

coefficientsare significantand have the theoreticallyanticipatedsigns:

(a) Personal communicationwith Ms. Denise McMann, Clark County Public
Utility, December 4, 1990.

(b) See Englin et al. (1990) for more details on this analysis.
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TABLE 3.31. QuadraticNaturalGas DemandModel Results

Estimated t-
Variable Coefficient Statistic

Constant 0.683 8.68
Hedonic natural gas price, $ -0.000144 -12.45
Hedonic natural gas price squared, $2 0.000000002 5.20
Median age of residents,yr -0.0123 -8.77
Average income,$/yr 0.0000421 14.33
Percentcollege graduates 0.0190 12.70
Female labor participationrate, % 0.00656 3.55

• Building age, yr 0.00290 11.72
House size, sq ft 0.0000853 I0.02
Fireplace 0.00304 4.77
Electricity/Gasprice ratio,
(kwh/therms) -20.3 -16.30

Electricity/Ga_price ratio squared,
(kwh/therms) I0I.0 14.69

Labor force participationrate, % -0.0216 -9.47

Number of observBtions 6488
R-squared 0.31
Corrected R-squared 0.31
Standard error of the regression 0.2_n
Mean of DependentVariable 0.111

the demand for naturalgas heatingdeclines for higher hedonic prices,but at

a smallerrate _s the hedonicprice increases. The elasticityof demand

evaluatedat the mean hedonicprice and quantity is -0.325, indicatingthat

for a I% increase in the hedonicprice of naturalgas heating the demand

decreasesby 0.325%.

Changes in relative utilityfuel prices have the effect of shifting the

demand for natural-gasheating. For current average fuel prices, the model
i

predictsa reasonableresponseto changes in the fuel-priceratio" as

electricityprices increaserelative to gas prices,the demand for natural gas

heating increases. The model predicts fairlymodest growth in the number of

houses sold with gas heating if electricityprices increase up to 2.5% more

per year than gas prices. Because of the quadraticfunctional form, the model

does not predict resultsconsistentwith expectationsif the ratio of

electricityprices to gas prices is below currentaverage values.



This econometric analysis of fuel demand in Washington provides one

starting point for analyzing the market for different residential heating

fuels, lt relies upon the hedonic price analyses conducted in this study. To

fully analyze the heating fuel choice in a demand and supply framework, it

would be essential to also characterize the supply curve for heating fuel

types I_ the housingmarket. As noted earlier, however, analysisof the

supply curve was beyond the scope of this study.
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Although the choice of residentialheatingfuel and efficiencylevel in

new homes is the focal point of Bonneville'sinterest,the buyer makes this

decision in a much broadercontext. The potentialnew-home buyer can choose

from at least three alternatives: retrofittingthe current home, buying an

existing home, or buying a new home. The residentialheating fuel and energy-

efficiencylevel choices in a new home, however, are just two of the decisions

, a potentialbuyer must make. To properly characterizethe buyer'sdecision,

analysisof the decisionmust reflect this overallcontext to a suitable

, degree.

Several general types of factors affect the buyer's decision. Buyer

attitudes toward different fuels and energy-efficiency levels 'influence

preferences and choices. The economics, both first cost and operating costs,

also affect a buyer's choices. Furthermore, the economic impacts of a home's

energy-efficiency and fuel type are coupled through the interaction between

energy-efficiency and amount of fuel consumed for heating. Introduction of

the MCShas complicated these interactions because the MCSapplies only to

electrically heated homes, and MCSprogram financial incentives can affect the

economics of the fuel and efficiency selection.

To explore these complicated interactions, our analysis has addressed

the issues from a number of different perspectives with a variety of

techniques and analytic methodologies. Our analysis also has included

selected information on demographics, attitudes, market forces, and the

overall home purchase decision.

Results reported here provide a broad view of residential fuel and

energy-efficiency perceptions, economics, and preferences in the Northwest.

Such a view is required as the basis for predicting home-buyer fuel and

energy-efficiency choices. In selected locations, detailed information is now

available about these issues; in others, only more general information is

available. This chapter presents a picture of the knowledge currently

available as a result of this ongoing research, lt points out consistent

results that _ emerging and potential inconsistencies that have arisen from

applying di_ ._'ent methodologies and using different data.
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4.I DEMOGRAPHIC.S

The regional survey of the Bonnevillecustomerutilitiesservice

territoryreveals the importanceof the Western Washington area in

Bonneville'splanning and programef"forts,,The survey provides a rough

estimate of the geographicdi_t_r'iibi_i'tion-of Bonneville'sresidentialcustomers:
,'

the large majority of househol_s_/70%,,._,relocatedin WesternWashington; 18%

are located in Western Oregon;only 8% are in a compositearea of Eastern

Washington,Northern Idaho, and WesternMontana; and the remaining househnlds,

4%, are located in EasternOregon and Southern Idaho. Whatever activitiesare

conductedinvolvingresidentialenergy-efficiencyand fuel choice, they are

likely to have the largest impactsif implementedin WesternWashington and

Oregon. (a)

Regionally, electricity is the predominant space heating fuel, but it

appears to be losing its dominance in some markets. In the regional survey of

existing homes, 54% of households report using electricity as the primary

heating fuel, 17% report using natural gas, 16% report using wood, and 12%

report using oil. The household surveys for new homes built in the Tacoma,

Washington, area and Southern Idaho since the EAP went into effect show some

significant differences relative to the regional housing stock. In Idaho, the

survey shows that electricity commands78% of the new home market, while gas

represents only 13%; virtually no new homes use oil. Historical data from

Idaho Falls indicate that electricity has maintained a market share of between

80% and over 90% since 1981. In Tacoma, the survey indicates that electricity

is used in about 56% of new homes and gas is used in 37%, a relatively high

proportion compared to the region. Historical data show that electricity_s

market share in Tacoma steadily dropped in the 1980s, from its levels of about

95% in 1981.

4.2 FUEL PERCEPTIONSAND PREFERENCES

With a history of low electricity prices, consumers in the Northwest

have selected electric heating in higher proportions than elsewhere in the

(a) The recent adoptionof the MCS in Washington and potentialadoption in
Oregon emphasize the significance of these two states.
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country. The resultingwidespread familiaritywith electric heatingclearly

has shaped attitudestoward electricityand other heating fuels. Recent

changes, however, in the prices of differentfuels or other forces that may

alter these attitudesare likely to affect future fuel choices in new homes

and fuel switchingin existing homes.

4.2.1 Fuel Perc_eptions

Our regionalhouseholdsurvey indicatesthat, in most attitude

, categories,electricityis perceivedmore positivelythan alternatefuels.

Across the region,electricityis consideredto be safer, less polluting, and

more convenientthan natural gas. On the other hand, gas is consideredto be

more comfortableand more efficient.

Our regionalsurvey and surveysof recent buyers in the Tacoma and

Southern Idaho areas provide an importantinsightinto these perceptions. The

regional survey shows that users of a specific fuel type consistentlyrate

their fuel better in most categoriesthan do users of other fuels. The

surveysconductedin Tacoma and Southern Idaho supportthis observation.

Recent new-home buyers in the Tacoma area rate gas more positivelythan do

similarbuyers in Southern Idaho. As noted earlier, the proportionof new

homes in Tacoma heated with gas grew rapidlyduring the 1980s, from about 5%

to n_arly 45%, while it remainedat about 10% or less in Southern_Idaho;thus,

the proportionof our respondentswith experiencewith gas heat was

considerablyhigher in Tacoma than SouthernIdaho. These observations

indicatethat, as might be expected,attitudestoward a given fuel tend to be

more positivefor individualshavingfirsthandexperiencewith the fuel.

Our very limited study of builders suggeststhat they make fuel

decisionsprimarilyin responseto market demand and the preferencesof

. individualbuyers. Nevertheless,buildersdo have their own perceptionsof

differentfuels and their perceptionsinfluencetheir fuel installation

decision. The Tacoma area builder interviewswere limitedto those who
_w

predominantlyinstalledelectricheat. Among these builders,the perception

is that electricheat is easier and cheaper to install. Electricityis also

perceivedto be more widely available. These builders have less experience

with gas heating and feel that their buyers also are less familiarwith gas.
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In terms of fuel prices, the builders feel that electricityprices have

increasedduring the past few years and expect electricityprices to continue

increasing. These Tacoma area buildersgenerallyconcur with buyers'

perceptionsof differentfuels and, althoughthe builders are usually the fuel

choosers,their choices ultimatelyreflectmarket forces and individualbuyer

preferences.

4.2.2 Fuel Preferences

Buyers and buildersmay prefer one heating fuel over another for a

number of reasons. Perceptionsof the characteristicsof each heating fuel

(and heatingequipmenttypes) largelydeterminebuyer and builder preferences.

Home buyers comparecharacteristicsof one fuel to those of alternativefuels

and then weigh the characteristicsin some way to determine their personal

ranking of the fuels, or their preferences.

Our survey of the Bonnevilleserviceterritoryindicatesthat homeowners

regionallyprefer naturalgas, by a small margin, over electricity. Thirty-

six percent prefer gas; 35% prefer electricity;and 14% preferwood. The

remainderprefer other fuels such as oil and kerosene. Based on the

statisticsreportedearlier, the proportionof households_ gas is

higher than the proportionuslq__tD_qgas as the primary heating fuel; the opposite

is true for electricity.

Our survey of households in the Tacoma and Southern Idaho EAP

jurisdictionsaffirms the preferencefor naturalgas. These survey respon-

dents are buyers of new homes built since the EAP went into effect,and their

combined preferencefor natural gas is more pronounced than the preference

across all types of households regionally" 48% prefer naturalgas, 39% prefer

electricity,and 9% prefer other fuels. Becauseof its larger population,

these preferencesare dominatedby the resultsfor the Tacoma area.
J

Resultsfrom the homeownerfocus groups and conjoint analysis in Pierce

County (lacoma)also reveal a naturalgas preference. A majority of the focus 8

group participantsexpress a preferencefor natural gas. Based on the

conjoint analysis simulations,we estimatethat if the MCS and associated

programs were not in place the market share for new, gas-heatedhomes in the
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Tacoma area would be about 56%, comparedwith 44% for electricallyheated

homes.

The homeownerfocus groups and conjointanalysis in Spokane also provide

results very similarto those for Tacoma. A majority of the focus group

participantsprefer naturalgas for basicallythe same reasons as the Tacoma

participants. Without any MCS programs,our'simulationresults indicatethat

77% of SpokaneCounty new-homebuyers would select natdral gas heating. The

results for Clark County and King County also suggest a strong preferencefor
0

natural gas; 62% and 87% of new homes in Clark and King County, respectively,

would have natural gas heating if no MCS programswere in place.
i

The results from the hedonic price analysesJn the Tacoma area are

consistentwith our fuel preferenceresultsfor Tacoma, but the Spokane

resultsare not. The hedonicprice estimatesfor natural gas heating relative

to electric heating in Tacoma show that buyers have been willing to pay

severalthousand dollarsmore to have naturalgas heatingsince the mid-

1980s; two differentneighborhoodsin Tacoma exhibitvery similar results.

These results are consistentwith a home buyer preferencefor gas heat. Ii:

Spokane,on the other hand, the hedonic price analysis shows buyers typically

have paid less for homes heated with naturalgas than with electricityduring

the 1980s.

The hedonic price analysesconducted in Kirkland and Vancouver,

Washington,indicatea difference in fuel preferencesbetweenthese two

regions. The resultsfor'Vancouverare consistentwith a preferencefor

naturalgas. the hedonicprice estimatesfor gas heat are consistentlylarger

than those for electricheat. In Kirkland,on the other hand, the resultsare

consistentwith a preferencefor electricityand seem to contradictthe

conjointanalysis resultsfor King Countywhere Kirkland is located.
J

Although the informationon _uel preferences_roducedby the different

, analytic techniques appear to be inconsistent in Spokane and Kirkland,

reasonable explanations can be given for why the results might differ.

Possible explanations include differences related to the location of the

households included in the hedonic price and conjoint analyses, and

differences between the populations included in the conjoint analysis (recent
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buyers of new homes) and in the hedonicprice analysis (buyersof all homes),

Without furtherstudy, we cannot isolatethe factors responsiblefor these

differences.

A fuel preference phenomenonsurfacingrepeatedlyis the strong

allegianceof individualswith naturalgas heating to naturalgas. In the

regional survey,80% of the householdsusing naturalgas indicatethat it is

their preferredheating fuel. On the other hand, only 53% of householdsusing

electricheating prefer electricity..The survey of the two EAP jurisdictions

shows an even stronger allegianceto naturalgas: 95% of householdsusing

naturalgas prefer natural gas, while only 58% of the householdsusing

electricityactually prefer electricity. Comments fromthe Tacoma and Spokane

buyer focus groups also are consistentwith this phenomenon. Owners of gas-

heated homes tend to be strong advocatesof gas heating; owners of

electricallyheated homes tend to be noncommittalin their comments about

electric heat. Similarly, the buyer focus groups show that owners of gas-

heated homes are more likely to have chosen their heatingfuel. lt appears

clear, in at least the major populationcenters of the Northwest,that

homenwnerswho have gas heating stronglyprefer naturalgas, whereas owner'sof

electricallyheated homes are relativelyuncommittedto electricity.

Much of the evidence accumulatedin this study suggeststhat economics,

particularlyrelative fuel prices,play a dominant role in a house!;old's

residentialfuel choice. In supportof this hypothesisis the fact that our

regionaldata show that electricityis rated better than gas in most attribute

categories,yet gas is the preferredfuel; we believethat this is because

natural(_aJis perceivedto be more economicalby more householdsthan

electricityand that to consumersthe economic advantagesoutweigh the minor,

non-economicadvantagesof electricity°

Regionally_householdsperceive electricityto be more expensivethan

wood, and wood to be more expensivethan naturalgas. Expectationsabout

fu_ure prices also look poor for electricity: 52%of regional respondents

feel that electricity will be the most expensive fuel in 5 yearF, while only

7% believe that gas will be.
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The builderfocus groups also supportthe observationspresentedabove

about buyer preferencesand the role of economicsin the fuel decision-making

process, Informationfrom the focus groups indicatesthat buyers prefer

naturalgas to electricityoverall. Builders,on the other hand, believethat

it is more expensiveto installgas heatingand that this higher first cost

dissuadesthe typical buyer, who is very sensitiveto the initialcost of a

home, from buying new home with gas heat. The builderconjoint analysis

suggeststhat the way the housingmarket accommodatesthis situationis in

. part through the installationof gas heatingin custom-.builtand higher-

priced homes. In the first case, the buyer plays a more active role in the

, fuel selection;in the second, the buyer is less sensitiveto the added cost.

4.3 .ENERGY,EFFICIENCyATTITUDESAND PREFERE___CE._._._S

One set of our results indicatesthat buyers of new homes do not

consider energy-efficiencyto be a very importantfactor in their buying

decision. On the other hand, resultsfrom other analyseswe have conducted

show that buyers in fact pay a premiumfor homes built to the MCS. Different

methodologiesproducethese alternativefindings.

In four focus *L.....g'....ups of recentnew-home buyers in Tacoma and Spokane,

only one participantmentionedenergy-efficiencywhen asked what factors

affected their purchase decision. When the moderator raised the topic of

energy-efficiency,however,many participantsindicatedthat they had taken it

into account in their decision. Nevertheless,since it was not mentioned

initially,energy-efficiencywas probablynot among the primary decision

factors.

The conjointanalyses providesimilarfindings. In four Washington

counties,the conjoint analyses indicatethat energy-efficiency(equivalentto

' about the MCS level) ranks only fifth or lower out of 7 decision factors.

Our results from the hedonicprice analysesin Tacoma and Vancouver,
b

ho_vever,show that buyers place a substantialeconomic value on the energy-

ef:_icienc,Ilevel associatedwith MCS. In two distinct neighborhoodsin

Tacoma,we estimatethat buyers pay about $3 to $5 per square foot more for

MCS homes. In Vancouverwe find similarresults, although the estimatesare
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not statisticallysignificant,presumablybecauseof the limited sample size.

These results suggestthat energy-efficiencyis considered importantenough

that buyers pay a considerableamount 'forit.

The low importancerankings from the conjoint analysis and the

relativelyhigh MCS values from the hedonic;rice analysis are not necessarily

contradictory. While the conjoint analysisdoes not indicate that energy-

efficiency is very importantin the house choice process, it does indicate

that energy-efficiencyis preferredeven though higher purchase costs may

result. Our simulationsshow that energy-efficiencyalone would increase the

market share for electricallyheated homes even without any incentive.
4

Presumablyas a result of Bonneville'sinformationtransfer processes,

buyer awarenessabout energy-efficiencyhas improved. Based on the buyer

focus groups, buyers in Tacoma are generallyknowledgeableabout the SGC

program° In Spokane,where the programhas not been in effect as long,

awarenessis less. Buildersfeel that the trend will be toward increased

buyer awarenessabout energy conservation,

The focus groups in Tacoma and Spokane also reveal that buyers tend to

equate energy-efficiencywith home quality. Buyer comments suggestthat they

perceive energy-efficienthomes to be built better than conventionalhomes.

This provides evidencethat the informationprovidedto buyers through the MCS

programs has been influential. This associationbetween energy-efficiencyand

qualitymight be part of the reason buyers place a value on the MCS as high as

our hedonic price analyses indicatethey do.

4.4 MODEL.INGTHE__FU__E__D_Q_F:__R_G__:_FFICIENCyCHOICE

A homeownercan select a residentialfuel type and e.,ergy-efficiency

level by either retrofittinghis/her currenthome or buying a differenthome.
i

If the owner chooses to purchase a differenthome, the home can be either an

existing or new home. The fuel type and efficiencylevel ultimatelychosen

depend on preferences,prices, supply,and other factors. In addition,as

noted earlier, the choice of an efficiencylevel and fuel type interact,

particularlythrough the influencesof Bonneville'sprograms. Our aim here

has been to analyze severalof the Factor'sthat affect the fuel type and



energy-efficiency level choice, without developing a single, simplified choice

model that might neglect someof the salient factors affecting these

decisions. The results of the current analysis can provide the basis for an

effort to model residential fuel and energy-efficiency decision making useful

to future Bonneville program and planning activities.

4.4.1 _i_Lq11L_ffecting Fge_ a_i_iency Choice _!__ew_!_om_es

Our study has focused on fuel and efficiency level choices in new homes

because Bonneville's MCSprograms affect only new, electrically heated homes.

As noted earlier, however, new MCShomes compete with many alternatives,

including retrofits of existing homes, new gas-heated homes, and existing gas-
I

and electrically heated homes. The decision to purchase the MCShome

ultimately depends on many factors.

First of all, various buyer characteristics affect the decision.

Demographics, such as income, education, and sex, may influence the choice.

Preferences, such as those for different fuels or energy conservation, affect

the choice. Perceptions about the different fuels or the value of energy

savings also influence the decision.

The decision also depends substantially on the characteristics of the

housing market. For example, the supply of MCShomesmay be greatly

constrained by a shortage of builders trained to build to MCSrequirements, or

existing gas-heated or electrically heated homes may be in short supply.

Most significantly, econo_,ics have a large effect on the purchase

decision. The costs of constructing to tile MCSincrease the cost of new

electrically heated homes. Current and anticipated fuel prices affect the

buyer's decision. How the market values MCSand different fuel types affects

how much a buyer has to pay for a house with the desired features, And,

. incentives may reduce the price to a buyer or the construction cost to the

builder.

" Clearly, all of these factors cannot be taken fully into account in

modeling the residential fuel and energy-efficiency decision process. The

remainder oF this section discusses how we have included some of these factors

in our analyses and what enhancements could be made to the analyses discussed

here.
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4.4.2 __

The hedonic price analysistechniquehas proven useful for gaining

insights into how the market values importanthousing characteristicssuch as

fuel type and energy-efficiency.The techniquehas helped determinethe

market value of alternativefuels and the MCS. The values we have estimated

provideevidence that the market value for MCS is currently in excess of the

additionalconstructioncost, and our results stronglysuggestthat builders

have not passedMCS program incentivesalong to buyers.

The hedonic prices estimatedfor different'fuelssuggestthat in Tacoma

and Vancouvergas lleatingcommands a substantialpremium over electric

heating. In two other areas, the resultswere mixed. In addition,the value

of differentheating fuels appearedto vary over time and might depend, in

large part, on relative fuel prices.

The hedonic prices are also useful 'inmodeling buyer decisionmaking

becausethey represent the implicitmarket price that buyers face when they

choose betweendifferent heatingfuels and energy-efficiencylevels. When a

buyer examines the fuel and MCS optionsavailable,he or she must factor irl

the price implicitlypaid for electricheating and MCS 'inthe sales price of

an MCS home.

We have used the hedonic prices in one way to predict fuel type 'in

individualhomes by using them in a preliminarydiscrete choice model. We

combined the hedonic prices, fuel prices,and attitudinalinformationfrom our

Tacoma survey data in a logit model to estimate the probabilitytIlatgas (or

electric)heat is installed. One virtue of this approach is its abilityto

integrateattitudinaland economicsdata in a common framework. Data

limitationshere restrict the utilityand validity of this model, but initial

results have shown that this model is a promising approach.

Wehave also used the hedonic prices to develop demand curves for MCS

and natural gas heating. Since such demand curves cannot be estimated without

the hedonic prices and we have estimated these prices, this study has provided

one previously unavailable essential piece of information required in an
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econometricallybased approach to estimatemarket demand for MCS and fuel

type.

The demand analysisfor MCS gave qualitativelyreasonableresults,but

the analysiswas so limited in scope that we believe furtherwork is necessary

before the techniquecan be used satisfactorilyto predict regional

penetrationrates for the MCS. Current resultsare most useful for evaluating

the effectsof changing fuel prices and demographicson MCS demand.

Anothermethod we have appliedto estimatefuel and MCS effects on the

housingmarket is conjoint analysis. Our approachtreats the selectionof

. heating fuel and energy-efficiencyjointlywithin the context of the overall

decision to purchase a new home. Variousfuel types and energy-e_ficiency

levels are consideredas features that a buyer can trade off against

alternativelevels of other featuressuch as floor area, house type, and

financialincentives. Our resultsshowed that fuel type was an important

factor in the decisionwhen wood, gas, and electricitywere consideredas

options. Energy-efficiencyappearedto be less important. The conjoint

analysis resultsalso provided informationthat was used to estimatemarket

shares for electricallyheated,MCS homes.

Our conjointanalysis results suggestedthat from 56% to 87% of new-

home buyers in the four counties studiedwould prefer a gas-heatedhome over

an electricallyheated home if both were built to the same conventional

energy-efficiency levels. They also suggested that if all new electrically

heated homes were required to meet the MCSwhile gas-heated homes stayed at

conventional efficiency levels, the market shares for gas-heated homes would

decrease to between 54% and 77%, depending on the county. Providing a cash

rebate of around $500 for electrically heated MCS homes would decrease the

shares of gas-heated homes to between 48% and 76%, depending on the county.

Applying instead a monthly utility rate discount between $15 and $20 for

electrically heated MCShomes would decrease the market shares for gas-heated

homes to between 42% and 69%. These results provided an indication of how

market shares might respond under alternative scenarios, but they were limited

by the fact that they were based on hypothetical decisions rather than

empirical data. On the other hand, they are directly relevant to the
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Bonnevilleprograms becausethey are based on informationfrom recent buyers

of new homes.

4.4.3 Future Directions

lt would be desirableto extend the conjoint analysisto other areas.

The scope of this study limitedthe conjoint analysis to four metropolitan

areas in Washington. lt would be beneficialto extend the analysis to

Washingtonareas includingother metropolitanand rural regions, lt also

would be desirable to extend the conjoint analysis to other states, such as

Oregon,where adoptionof the MCS is like'lyin the near future. More

extensiveconjoint analysisresultswould also provide the basis for regional
i

estimatesof MCS and fuel type near-termmarket shares.

The conjoint analysisdescribed here also providespotentiallyuseful

marketing information. The estimatedeffects of utility rate discounts, in

lieu of cash rebates, suggestthat rate discountsmay be a useful incentiveto

incorporatein MCS programs. R_te discountshave the advantage of reducing

near-termcash flow impactson utilities. Specificmarket segmentshave been

identifiedthat could be used to target and focus Bonnevilleprograms.

Extendingthe analysis to oLher regionswould help provide similar

segmentationinformationon a largc_ scale.

The hedonic price analysespresentedhere have been used to estimate the

implicitprices of MCS and differentfuel types. Unfortunately,in isolation

these estimatedprices unveil little about the underlying supply and demand

conditions,which are the essentialcomponentsneeded to characterizecurrent

behavior and projectbehavior under differentconditions. "thesupply of MCS

homes and the demand for MCS homes determinethe MCS hedonic prices and the

penetrationof MCS in the housingmarket. The same is true for differentfuel

types. Thus, anotherway to addressthe question of MCS and fuel type i_arket

shares is to estimatethe market demand and supply curves for these

characteristics.

We report on part of the supply-demandequationhere° We have analyzed

market demand for differentfuel types by integratingthe hedonicprice

estimates from the differentareas studiedin the region. Supplementedwith

demographicsdata, the currentfuel-typehedonicprice have been used to
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estimatea demand curve for differentfuel types. The fuel-typedemand

analysisprovides reasonablefirst estimatesof market demand and shows

promiseas a technique for estimatingmarket shares for heating fuels.

An MCS demand curve has been estimatedbased on the limiteddata

availablein Tacoma. Althoughthese initialresults show promise, their

usefulnesssuffers from the lack of more extensivedata at the time we

conductedour analysis. The currentMCS hedonic price analyses could be

supplementedwith estimatesfor areas where a larger populationof MCS homes

• is available,and the resultscould be integratedwith demographicsdata to

estimatean MCS demand curve representinga larger geographicarea. This

, demand curve then would providea basis for estimatingdemand in locations

other than those studied and under potentialfuture conditions.

Combiningthe demand curveswith supplycurves would provide an estimate

of market prices and quantitiesfor the housing characteristicsof interest.

Housing supply curves could be developedfrom informationcollectedon housing

producersana the existinghousingmarket.

A discrete choice frameworkalso could be developedfor modeling the

fuel and energy-efficiencydecision. This approachwould rely on attitudinal,

demographic,and price data and hedonicprice estimates. An initialeffort

describedhere showed promise,but was limited by data constraints. A more

comprehensivemodel relyingon cross-sectionaland time-seriesdata, some of

which is availableas a result of this study, would likely be more successful

and directlyuseful to Bonneville.

Finally,very little analysishas been conductedof fuel switchingin

existing homes,yet its annual impactsare comparableto those of fuel choices

made in new homes each year. Some of the techniquesdiscussedhere could be

appliedto existing homes to predictfuel switchingin existing homes. Data

collectedas part of this study, as well as other data, could be used to

addressthis issue.
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